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FREE SUGAR

BRIBERY COMMITTEE
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DP

of New York Will Succeed
Dr. Gray

Abrogation of Cuban
ciprocity Treaty

GATES CONlflCTED OF MURDER

$350,000 TOJIGtlT

FLOOD

SIOUX

01 IS

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The board of regents of the
University at Albuquerque, on
Washington, D. C, April 8. Re- Senate.
"
Saturday elected Rev. David Ross
argument of the
In session 2 p. m.
cases was today ordered by the
Boyd, D. D., of Xew York, president
Assistant Secretary Wilson Si Supreme Court of the United States.
to succeed next year Rev. E. McQueen
of the state department told Si Chief Justice White gave no reason
Gray, D. D.
finance committee free sugar S for the
District Court.
merely saying
bill would mean abrogation of N
Judge E. C. Abbott was called to
they would be restored for argument
with
Las Cruces yesterday and will sit on
reciprocity agreement
before a full bench.
Cuba for 20 per cent prefer- the bench there in place oE Judge E.
"Long and Short Haul."
ential.
Ji
R. Medler. Court here was adjournWashington, D. C, April S The
Senator Chamberlain spoke
ed until next Thursday at 10 o'clock.
will permit Justice
in favor of proposed work- - ?t
Eleverio Archuleta and Candelarita
to participate in the decision of
3
M. de Sanchez was committed to the
men's compensation
bill to
the cases. All the other justices heard
state asylum for the insane at Las
ameliorate conditions growing Xi the cases when they were
argued in
out of industrial markets.
Vegas last Saturday. Both are resiFebruary.
House.
dents of Rio Arriba county.
The cases involve the constitutionMet at noon.
Appointment of Delegates.
ality of the "long and short haul" prodeleContinued debate on Indian
The following appointments of
visions of the interstate commerce law
Ji and the power of the interstate comappropriation bill.
gates to the Negro National Educational Congress at St. Paul which will
Agricultural committee list- merce commission to make "blanket"
ened to arguments in favor of N rates over a
begin its sessions July 15, was anlarge zone of territory
McDonC.
bureau
W.
of markets to investinounced by Governor
instead of local rates.
ald this morning: Rev. J. B. Davis,
gate methods of marketing X
Government Takes Hand.
farm products.
X
Raton; C. A. Woodard, Raton; W. H.
D. C, April
S. On
SanA.
Washington,
L.
Anderson,
committee
Santa
ordered
Fe;
Judiciary
Kerr,
March 11, the court decided that in
ta Fe; C. J. Parsons, Santa Fe; H. J.
favorably report on the nomi- the patselling a patented machine,
nation of George L. Townsend
Wilson, Sania Fe; T. O. Mason, Aentee may require the purchaser to
to be United States marshal of
lbuquerque; A. B. Montgomery, Albuuse only such supplies for the machine
Delaware.
querque; Oscar Hudson, Las Vegas,
as
are passed from the owner of the
MontgomLas
Bill
Vegas;
Smith,
George
appropriating $350,000 S
patent, notwithstanding that the
for flood fighting amended to
ery Bell, Las Vegas; William Vaughn,
supplies are not patentable. The
make money also apply to op- Santa Fe.
government joined in the application
School of Mines.
erations on Mississippi river
for a
and asked to be
At the annual meeting of the board
tributaries.
a party to the case. The rules
made
the following were reof regents,
introRepresentative Bates
of the court provide that
duced a bill to
elected on the faculty of the New
Mexico School of Mines at Socorro:
Sj will not be granted unless a justice
grades of admiral and vice-ad- toncurred in the judgment deE. A. Drake, president; George
miral in navy.
$j who
sires it. No ground was announced
James A. Conroy, director of
Kemmerer, Ph. D., professor of chem-- !
for the court's action.
the port of Boston, urged Mas- istry; B. K. Coghlan, professor of
civil engineering; T. C. McKay, Ph.
Sioux City Loses Rate Case,
sachusetts delegation to op- D., professor of mathematics; G. E.
pose proposal in Panama gov- - S
D. C, April 8. The inWashington,
ernment bill to divorce rail- Anderson, professor of geology and.
terstate commerce commission today
roads from steamship lines.
mineralogy; J. F. Graham, professor
declined
to disturb
the existing
C.
C.
of mining and metallurgy;
through freight rates on grain in the
W.
regAnne
Fitch,
Smith, principal;
Middle West.
The petition of the
New Senator Treads On Tradition.
istrar.
Washington, D. C, April 8. The Sioux City Terminal Elevator ComGates Convicted.
against the confirmation of the pany against the Chicago, Milwaukee
It took a Socorro jury only fifteen fight
nomination of Richard E. Sloan for & St. Paul railway and other rail carW.
Gates
John
decide
that
to
minutes
riers, was rejected, except as to cerwhose real name is Ivory Fraser, was day in the Senate
tain local rates. The commission
CommiJudiciary
guilty of the murder of Deputy Sher- ttee's
Fri- - held that as to the great bulk of its
action
until
next
deferring
iff, Tnm Wall inii Wilt Smith Gates
will hear grain tonnage Sioi,x ijity is bored un"Hen the
was a member of the Greer gang whoi
no substantial disadvantage.
Persons interested. Senators Smith der
engaged in the fatal fight at Adobe
The existing coal rates on grain
of Arizona, will be given
Ashurst
He
was;
Ranches last November.
from the states of South Dakota, Ne- born near San Antonio. Texas, and is opportunity to be heard.
braska, Minnesota and Iowa to Sioux
in
Sloan
case
the
Bringing up
the; City were held to be unreasonable and
97 veais old. Although sentence has!
not been passed it is expected, since Senate, Senator Smith precipitated a the railroads were given time in which
the verdict was first degree murder, vigorous debate on the traditional to readjust them.
rights of executive sessions. He an- that Gates will hang for the crime.
Uncle Sam Held Liable.
nounced that he flatly refused to preFederal Court.
Washington, D C, April 8. For the
The federal court met this morn- sent in an executive session the Ariuse of the patented "De Bange gas
ing at the Federal building with Judge zona legislature's resolutions of proWilliam H. Pope on the bench and test against Sloan's confirmation and check," on its great guns in the army
moved that the Arizona resolutions be and navy, the United States governHarry Lee, clerk, in attendance.
ment was today held liable by the suTl. Nicholson of Portrillo, Guada- printed in the Congressional Record.
court of the United State to pay
obpreme
and
United
Senators
a
was
Gallinger
Lodge
appointed
lupe county
States commissioner. Andreas Herer-r- jected on the ground that such execu- $136,000 to the owner of the french
was arraigned on three indictments, tive matters as papers relating to invention. It is said such a device is
in breech loading guns
using stamps to pay debts, embezzle- nominations had never been presented indispensable
ment and making false returns. He in open session. The matter finally hermetically to seal the breech at the
instant of explosion so as to cut off
mas- went over without action.
plead not giulty. Hererra is post
the escape of gases to the rear.
HarFe
county.
Santa
at
ter
Guique,
"Bath Tub Trust."
old Reed was arraigned for destroying
letters and embezzling contents. He
Washington, D, C, April 8. The
SAVED
"bath tub trust" case from the
plead guilty and was sentenced to pay S
United'States circuit court of Marya fine of $300 and to imprisonment for
land was
nine months. The imprisonment part
advanced for hearing
WIRELESS October 5,today
of the sentence was suspended on
before the supreme court
of the United States. The cases ingood behavior. Reed lives in Clayton.
Indian Test Case.
volves an alleged conflict between patAn interesting test case effecting Ontario With Fifteen Pas- ent law and the Sherman
t
the Pueblo Indians' right of suffrage
law.
was filed with the clerk of the federsengers and Crew of
al court by Francis Wilson, attorney
ARIZONA TO DISPOSE
Forty in Flames
for the Indians, this afternoon. The
OF 2,500,000 ACRES.
RobR.
L.
county
sheriff of McKinley
deerts of Fort Wingate is made the
RUN ON MQNTAUK POINT REEF Will Be Sold to Settlers in
fendant .in the case in which it is alTracts if the Bill is
Passed.
leged that Gregory Page of Gallup, acting as a deputy sheriff refused the bal- Life Boats and Tugs Rush to
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
lot of Charles Kie, a Laguna Indian, in
Scene to Rescue Lives on
the recent city election in Gallup.
Phoenix, Ariz., April 8. The new
Board Ship.
state of Arizona owns 2,500,000 acres
Charles Kie is said to be a man of
of school land and the manner of its
over average intelligence, is a car inspector for the A. T. and S. P. R. R. (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) disposal will, it is expected, be deterDitch Plain Life Saving Station Isl- mined by the legislature this week. A
and a property owner in the city of
and, N. Y., April 8. The steamer On- bill now before the legislature proGallup.
tario, 2,000 tons burden, Baltimore to vides for the appraisement of the
LETTER FROM CONBoston, with fifteen passengers and a land and its sale on easy terms
acre tracts. There is strong senGRESSMAN BARTHOLDT.
crew of forty, was on the rocks off
Montauk Point by her captain early timent against actual sale, some of
Washington, D. C, March
30, 1912.
today when fire was discovered in her the legislators being in favor of only
Prof. E. McQueen Gray,
hold. The passengers were transfer-re- leasing the land to settlers.
in life boats to the tug Tasco, from
Albuquerque, N. M.
My Dear SirI have your
New London, Conn., which rushed to (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
favor of the 23d inst. before me,
the scene in response to the Ontario's
together with University BulS. O. S. wireless signals and after six
LAS VEGAS WILL
JS letin Xo. 62, relative
to the
LAND PRIZE FIGHT.
hours work the fire was brought unuse of the panish language I
der control.
course
the
you
heartily approve
The vessel is hard aground with a
Juarez Only Other City Conof
outline, as the knowledge
sidered But Hardly Seems
sea running and but little wind,
light
X Spanish is of growing importin the Running.
and there is little danger, apparently
ance to all the people of the
,
of her going to pieces.
United States. The fact is,
El Paso, Texas, April S. The
Life savers hovered near the ves
nation
X we are a
EI Paso Herald says today
sel in their boats all morning ready
fuX which will evidently in the
that
prize fight
to take off the crew, but Captain Bond,
X ture prove a great, impediment
will be held either in Las Vewhen
was
said
the
fire
vnder
control,
X in the development in our forgas, New Mexico, or Juarez,
thee would be no need for their serEither we
X eign commerce.
Mexico. Promoter Jack Cur-le- y
vices.
X must keep step with the efhas been here several
Two crews of life savers in their
X forts of other nations in masbut has returned to Las
days,
and
are
revenue
three
boats,
cutters,
X tering more than one lanVegas.
standing alongside. A breeches buoy
guage or we must necessarily
It is learned positively, says
was shot to the vessel from the shore
J6
(lall behind in the great com-Jthe Herald, that Las Vegas is
when she first went on the rocks at 3
mercial race of the future. I
first choice and if balked there,
o'clock this morning, but the captain,
X sincerely hope that the policy
the promoter will hold the fight
35 you recommend
will be adopt-after transferring the passengers to a
in a bull Ting in Juarez, havYours very truly,
ed.
tug, sent word by life savers that his
ing already received tentative
RICHARD BARTHOLDT.
X
permission for the fight.
(Continued on Page Four.)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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After a turbulent session of
the House the resolution susfour accused V
the
pending
members was rescinded and
the four take their seats until
their case is finally passed
V
upon.
By a vote of 8 to 7, the
House Bribery
Investigation
Committee, in secret session
this forenoon, found adverse
to the four defendants under
suspension, J. P. Lucero, Julian Si
Trujillo, Manuel Cordova and
Luis R. Montoya, the
vote
Chris-man- ,
standing,
S
Guilty:
Downs, Gage, Padilla,
Rogers, Smith, Toombs, Tully.
Not guilty, Chaves, Garcia,
Nichols,
Lewellyn, Mullens,
Vargas and De Baca Zacarias
Padilla later "withdrew his
N name, leaving the decision N
7 to 7.
V
This was to be a busy and import-- !
ant day for the legislature. The
bribery investigation committee was,
to formulate its report and report to
the House. Action was expected on
Governor McDonald's first noinina- were to be de-tions. There
velopments in the Senatorial and

i
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public meeting on Monday evening at
7:30 o'clock, was carried.
Barth brought up the matter of a First Train to Leave Town Car- - Many Pathetic incidents Coming
ries Hundred American
to Light During the
printing contract and a discussion ensued in which Mabry and Bowman
Rescue Work.
Refugees.
took part.
An important con Terence of the Rer.y Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Leased Wire to New Mexican)
(By
publican members of the Senate was
1'arral, Mex., April 8. An order by
Memphis, Tenn., April S Flood
held over the noon hour to pass on
the executive nominations for trustee General Salazar that any person in conditions in the .Mississippi
some improvement iliis mornfor the New Mexico Normal Universi- whose house loot was found would be
when a sunny day gave further
executed
in
ing,
resulted
summarily,
today
ty at Las Vegas.
the recurn to the city hall of property encouragement to those conducting
Senate.
valued at $250,000. Wagons loaded the work of rescue among the hun- The Senate met at 3 o'clock this aft- with plunder which the looters feared drcds driven from their homes by
ernoon.
All levees in the flood-- i
to retain, block the street in front, of high water.
Sulzer introduced Senate Bill No. the general's headquarters. In shoes menaced district were holding strong
07, to repeal the publication law of alone, $,10,0il0 in merchandise was re- and at this point the river had sub-- j
s
sided
of a foot.
1909.
turned.
Narrow Escape of Workers.
Walton introduced Senate Bill No.
Most of the merchants are insured
With
the upper district levees
68, to
Grant and Sierra in Lloyd's against loss by looting, and
the strain on the
holding,
however,
counties for interest paid on certain there was no
particular haste in re- dikes in the Yazoo section,
bonds.
increased,
claiming goods. In many instances, and the men worked all
night on the
Senate Bill No. 09, by Holt, relating as in the matter of the shoes, the merembankments south of Memphis to
to civil practices.
chants claimed to be unable to identi- holster weak
spots. The danger at
The Committee on Executive
fy their property.
Apseveral points along the Arkansas
The first train to leave here will shore has not
pointments reported in favor of conpassed.
firming M. W. Browne, Charles Illeld, carry 100 Americans who have been
Two hundred levee workers narrowF. E. Olney and Eugenio Romero and marooned here.
They will be taken ly escaped being swept away when the
in favor of rejecting J. W. Veeder, as to the United States.
embankment caved In at niilepost 24,
nominees of Governor W. C. McDonLast night, they gave a banquet, to sixteen miles south of Helena, Ark.,
ald for trustees of the New Mexico General Salazar at which the friendli- yesterday.
The town of Modoc, near
other matters. The majority has Normal University at East Las Vegas. est international sentiments were the break, is 20 feet under water toA motion of Barth to confirm Veeu-e- r voiced.
about come to the conclusion to give
day.
was lost by a vote of 13 to S.
New Mexico local option and strict;
Work of Rescue.
Rebels Did Not Kill American.
The others were confirmed.
saloon regulation as well as strict regThe steamer Kate Adams was near
D. C, April 8. Rebels
Washington,
Senate Joint. Resolution No. IS was
ulation of the Red Light, districts.
Modoc when ihe levee broke and resBut it will mean a fight by the non-- recalled and referred to the Judiciary from Chihuahua are reported, in Slate cued those imjteriled. A hundred or
that advocates Committee for amendment so as to Department advices today, as having more
partisan minority
negroes were takcrossed the line inio Sonora and capstate-widen from a government barge. Later
prohibition and the pass- - include the San Francisco Exposition
a
tured
hacienda
miles
about,
ninety
age of the Red Light injunction law. with the Sau Diego Exposition in the
motor launches went into the floods
It was a stormy meeting or thu visit of the commission to be appoint-- southwest of Nogales. Arizona. In and rescued a number of farm hands
the states of Puebla and Morelos, the from the roofs of their
House Bribery Investigation Commit- ed by Governor McDonald.
th
cabins,
intee that was held this forenoon behind
trees and the peaks of knolls which
Announcement was made that for- rebel movement is reported to be
in
central
Inde,
Durango, were above the water. The work of
closed doors. After considerable dis- mer Superintendent of Public Instruc- creasing.
cussion, arguments and speeehmaking, tion Acasio Gnllegos would speak on has fallen into rebel hands but for- caring for the refugees from the lowthe committee by a vote of eight to the needs of the educational system of eigners' rights are being respected. lands is fast, being systematized.
Tents and supplies have been reseven, recommended that the accused New Mexico, in the Hall of Represen- The telegraph lines to the place have
been interrupted for two months. W. ceived at the more important centers
be unseated. The vote was not along tatives on Tuesday evening.
11.
Waite. American manager of the and arrangements have been made
party lines. The committee took a reAdjourned to 11 a. in., Tuesday.
Esmeraldes
plantation at Ochotal, for the establishment of central
cess until
p. m.
House.
who was killed last week, lief headquarters at Helena,
at
rorenoon
The Senate met this
Speaker Baca was in the chair when! was not murdered
but by
Captain W. P. Baker, Fourth infan- 11 a. m.
There was prayer by Chap- the House met at 3 o'clock this after-- j a laborer who had aby bandits,
try, u. S. A., stationed at Fort Logan
grudge
against
lain McCollough, roll call and reading noon. Vicar General Antonio Four-- j him. This
finding is the result of an H. Root, will be in charge of the Reel-foo- t
of the journal. Holt presented a mem- chegu led in prayer. Roll call followLake region with headquarters
ordered by the State Deinvestigation
orial from a mass meeting of citizens ed and then reading of the journal.
at Tiptonville. Tenn.
partment.
The clerk read in full a number of
of Dona Ana county asking for the
Relief Train for Refugees.
Rebel Ammunition Seized.
A relief train sent out from Forrest
completion of Camino de Real, a bond resolutions and bills which had been
El Paso, ""exas, Ap-.i- l
at
issue for good roads, V i.c- LiuWay
previoco
sessions, but, with a train for
City, Ark., yesterday, to rescue farm-ier- s
supplies destined for
commission and other things recom which had to be read before tne
in the overtiowed sections of St.
an
aiilnmnhlla
in
le'icn
mended in the Good Roads Associa- - Speaker signed them.
"ntis. re"
ranp!8
mud
,and rmtendpn
and
rain
beat
tram
the
todav.
A message from the Governor an
tion resolutions adopted last week,
uRes
The prize was 35,000 rounds of ammu-- j ,'1"'m'(' hfu ,nnt witl 100
nounced
he
that
had
House
on
Roads
signed
Referred to the Committee
,n'm couUI 1,0 1 l"'0feecl
nition which left here for Tornillo, r"'a,
No.
Joint
Resolution
31, authorizing'
and Highways.
nni'"rthpr than tlle (own of 1'eth, tweu- Texas, fortv mile oast nf v.
ty miles east of tins city. Beyond that
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca the Governor to extend an invitation' the Southern Pacific.
to C. D. Collier to address the House
point where many persons are believ- presented a communication from- Wilne
i
was
tact
tnat
tne
ammunition
A message from the governor
ancan do
l" "7
liam H. Andrews on the Senatorial sitaboard
the
and
destined
train
for vi, service.
to
uation. It recommended a Senatorial nounced that he had permitted
Guadalupe,
Tornillo,
Mexico,
opposite
become
law
by limitation.
Drys Win at New Madrid.
preference primary. On motion of
Senate Bill No. 32, ap act' authoriz- was discovered after the train left El
New Madrid, Mo., overflowed to a
Paso. There was neither telegraph
Barth, it was referred to the commit- ing and
the treasurer of the
depth of several feet, is nevertheless
tee on privileges and elections amid State of directing
New Mexico to transfer cer- station nor telephone station by which "dry.'' At least the "drys" won in a
the
ammunition
off
could
be
headed
applause.
tain funds to the legislative fund. Also
local option election Saturday.
VotMcCoy presented a petition from Senate Substitute for House Bill No. at Tornillo.
ers came to the polls in skiffs, in mo- the citizens of Luna county, asking for 6, an act fixing the time for the holdunited states secret service men
?r rubber-bootethe passage of the Red Light Injunc- ing of court in the third
,a",h1" ant' election and when
jumped into an automobile and after the
judicial dis- a wild thirty-twclerks com
tion measure. Referred to the Com- trict.
mile ride, caught
their
it was shown that
pleted
count,
as
Holt.
the
train
of
stood
on
motion
it
the
at
at
on
station
mittee
Judiciary
A request by J. W. Norment for the
the "wets" were beaten by ,100 votes.
Faliens. When the ammunition was
Senate Bill No. 62 was introduced Hall of Representatives for
Related returns from the election
Friday
It makes provision for evening to hold a memorial service unloaded at Tornillo, the officers piled were received here
by Pankey.
today.
of the automobile, and seized it.
out
a
school
and
libraries
protraveling
for the 111th anniversary of the birth
Hundreds Saved By Steamer.
to
of
fessional librarian
have charge
of Thomas Jefferson, was granted.
The steamer Kate Adams, which
them. Referred to Committee on JuThen came a bombshell.
was near Modoc when the crevasse
Rogers
A recess was taken
to 3 presented a report, which had been
diciary.
occurred, near there, probably saved
o'clock this afternoon.
the majority report of the committee
hundreds of lives by taking refugees
inon the bribery investigation but from
The' following other bills were
from rafts and house tops. In the
which Zacarias Padilla had withdrawn
troduced
midst of the rescue work, the steam-e- r
ARE
Senate Bill No. 63 by Barth, an act his name since signing. The report
put out a skiff to a woman who sat
on the roof of her floating house. She
providing for an advisory primary on found the four defendant representathe senatorships, including the term tives guilty of soliciting a bribe and
sent word back to the captain that
1913 to 1919. Referred to Committee accepting a bribe.
she would not leave unless he would
Debris
Has
Been
Cleared
on Judiciary over protest of Barth.
The Speaker ruled that Padilla may
consent to take her dead baby aboard
From Shafts and ResumpSenate Bill No. 64 by Evans, an withdraw his name. A sharp parliathe steamer.
act to prohibit prize fighting. Refer- mentary clash ensued. Blanchard apBaby's Corpse on Soap Box.
is
tion General
red to Committee on Judiciary.
pealed from the decision of the chair
Accordingly, a soap box was sent to
House Bill No. 65 by Holt, an act btit Speaker Baca was sustained by a
the floating house.
The woman
making provisions to determine the vote of 33 to 8.
brought out the babe's corpse, placed
OBSERVED
WORKERS
EASTER
Marcos C de Baca, chairman of the
it in the box and was rowed to the
boundary between Texas and New
Mexico.
Committee on Investigation, then resteamer. The little boy was brought
Senate Bill No. 66, by Hinkle, an ported. The four accused men were
to Memphis and buried here today.
In
Fifeshire
Will
Strikers
Re
act to regulate the use of artesian present and followed with the closest
Negro Refused to Leave Raft.
wells and storage reservoirs to pre- attention the report which exonerated
main Out Until Funds Are
One of the Lee line steamers from
vent waste of waters. Referred to them and censured the peace officers
the Arkansas country which reached
Exhausted.
Committee on Water Rights.
here today, told of a desperate fight
who held the defendants. The report
Barth asked unanimous consent to declared that there was not sufficient
with a negro who refused to leave a
to
New
leased
Wire
Special
(By
Mexican)
have letter of William H. Andrews re- proof to find the defendants
raft on which he floated unless he was
guilty as
London, April S. General activity- allowed to bring his mule.
ferred to Committee on Judiciary inthat certain members of the
charged;
stead of Committee on Privileges and Republican Executive Committee had prevails in the coal mining districts
As a last resort, the captain of the
of Great Britain today.
In Scotland bof.t tied the raft
Elections.
So ordered.
bearing the mule bebeen misled by Elfegb Baca. The re- and North
Wales, there was a large hind the steamer and towed
The Judiciary Committee reported
raft,
recommended that there was not increase in the number of miners who
Senate Bill No. 26, to pay court off- port
mule, negro and all into Memphis.
sufficient
for
evidence
the
expulsion
descended
the
icials in the seventh district, with
shafts, while in the
Water Ten Feet Above Cairo.
of the accused membrs.
coil Cairo, III., April 8. The Ohio river
English and Southern Welsh
amendments.
This
seven
was
report
signed, by
is is stationary at 34 feet at Cairo, and
fields, where the Easter holiday
Senate Substitute for Senate
Bill
No. 17, prohibiting the use of com- - members, the same as the report first being observed, small gangs of men residents, although the city is entirely
went down the pits to clear the road- surrounded by water at ten feet high-- ,
mon drinking cups, introduced by Pan- - read.
Tully moved that the Rogers report ways and prepare for a general re- er than the
key was passed.
general level of the city,
be adopted.
sumption tomorrow.
Calvin B. Brown of the Panama-Pacifi- c
are much encouraged.
They believe
The full contingent of men is work- they are out of
Representative Burg addressed the
exposition of San Francisco bedanger unless someHouse
on
in
at
and
North
as
the
and
the
debris
oth
in
resolength
Wales,
ing
Holt
asked
the
legal
that
town,
ing
thing unforeseen happens.
lution passed authorizing the govern- er aspects of the case, making a pet in most of the mines was cleared
Refugees from other1- - flooded disof
tons
or to appoint a commission of five to speech of some length, to disprove away last week, thousands of
tricts were brought here today in a
In
visit San Diego to pick out a site for that the accused men were guilty of coal were raised this morning.
condition.
a New Mexico building, be recalled, so soliciting or accepting a bribe, making Flintshire. 6,000 miners have resumed
The breaking of the telephone lines
that it may be changed to Include a a cogent and convincing argument in work and in the Derbyshire pits the has prevented the gathering of much
tomen are preparing for
Barth ob- support of his stand.
visit to San Francisco.
information
regarding the flooded
morrow. In Fifeshire, Scotland, the disliicts of Missouri
jected because the Governor had aland points north
De
The
Baca Report.
men have decided not to return until of here.
ready signed the resolution. He was Mr.
Speaker:
the funds in the treasury of the union
informed that it was the informal reRations Will Not Last.
quest of Governor McDonald that the Your special committee appointed which amount to $150,000 have been
Major J. E. Normoyle, quartermas-te- r
resolution be recalled and amended. to investigate the bribery charges exhausted, and as the authorities fear
at St. Louis, who is investigating
Senate Joint Memorial No. 4, by against J. P. Lucero", Luis R. Montoya, trouble between the strikers and the the situation at New Madrid.
Mo., reManuel
and
Julian
Cordova
who have returned to ported by
Trujillo,
Evans, asking Congress for the passthat
telephone
conditions
of
this House most respect- work, a large force of police has been are acute and that rations now
age of the parcel's post measure, was members
on
referred to the Committee on Judi- fully report, that immediately upon drafted. In southern Wales, the pros band will not last more than four
unof
the
not
this
committee
are
as
the
engineappointment
pects
ciary.
bright
days.
Senate Cofccurrent Resolution No. 4, der the resolutions of the House we men, firemen and other surface men
Still Above Danger Line.
of
have
the
re
entered
the
upon
pledged themselves not to
investigation
inviting Calvin S. Brown, commissionSt. Louis, Mo., April 8. The ,Mis- turn to work until their demands also
er of the Panama and Pacific exposihave been conceded.
tion at San Francisco to address ' a
(Continued on page four).
tConUnued on Page Five.)
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CITY LOSES RATE CASE

Governor Appoints Delegates to Bill Introduced for Reviving the United States Must Pay for Gun
Grades of Admiral andrffi
Attachment Cribbed From
Negro National Educational
"
Vice Admiral.
Convention.
Frenchman.

.

10100

Summary Order of General Conditions Stiil Critical
Speaker Sustained by Overwhelming Majority cn Signifi-can- t
Salazar Frightens
Many Points on
Appeal from His Ruling. Senate Rejects ApThieves
Mississippi
pointment of Veeder and Confirms Others.

Party to Application For
Rehearing

Re-

NO. 48
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Paso with a stab wound in his shoul- - PICPIDlTO IMCIIDT
iter, which ho .said another boy had in- - UnuUhilLI J HlUUuL

flicted.
INSECLE1LINESS
Is Now
Sleep and Appetite
Well and Strong.
Sentenced to Death for Murder.
If men only understood better how
For the first time in the history of The Millions of Cascaret Users Never
Have Headache, Constipation,
fearfully a woman's strength is taxed Larimer county, Colorado, a jury fixed
Biliousness or Sick Stomach.
by her monotonous round of household the penalty in a murder case at death.
duties, they would not be surprised at This was the verdict read to Lauro
It is more necessary that you keep
an occasional spell of "nerves.''
Garcia, who shot and killed Policeman
your Bowels, Liver and Stomach clean,
When a woman is strong and well Brockman, December 17.
pure and fresh than it is to keep the
she does not know what it is to be
sewers and drainage of a large city
nervous it is only when she is weak
Two Disastrous Fires.
that her nerves go to pieces.
At Central, Grant county. Postmas free from obstruction.
Are you keeping clean inside with
of West ter Crowley lost his $2,000 residence
Mrs. M. A. Robinson,
Grove, Pa., says: "I had a nervous i Dy fire At Hatch, not only the flour Cascarets or merely forcing a passtrouble for some months, affecting mill of L. Clapp was destroyed by ageway every few days with salts,
both my appetite and my sleep. Soon fire but also
store, cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
the general
after I began to take Vinol I felt ever dwelling, station building and Wells important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
so much better and now I am as well Fargo Express Company office.
the stomach, remove the
of
did
me
a
lot
regulate
good."
Vinol
ever.
as
sour, undigested and fermenting food
Our advice to all nervous, run down
Bliss Did Not Last Long.
women is Take Vinol and regain
T)r Sherman M. Kessler. aged 71 and foul gases; take the excess bile
girl from the liver and carry out of the
your strength, then you will have no whose affection for an
more nervous spells. This delicious resulted in considerable notoriety for system the decomposed waste matter
,cod liver and iron remedy without oil him last summer, has been sued at and poison in the intestines and
bowels.
always agrees with the stomach, and Denver, for a divorce by Mrs.
No odds how badly and upset you
L. Kessler, who charges deserit has made thousands of weak, disfeel, a Cascaret tonight will straightSouthern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
couraged, sickly women well and vig- tion and
en you out by morning. They work
orous. We guarantee it money back
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH
WITH
box from
while you sleep. A
Drunkenness.
if Vinol does not please you. The
Novel Sentence for
your druggist will keep your entire
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, X. M.
of
Newcastle,
Walter
Tyler,
Mayor
family feeling good for months. Don't
WORK YOUR GARDEN WITH TOOLS YOU BUY FROM US AND
Pa., sentenced Sedla Mclntyre, arrestthe children their little insides
FRATERNITY.
to
ed for drunkenness,
appear every forget
WON'T ALWAYS BE BREAKING.
THEY
too.
need a good, gentle cleansing,
Man's noblest toil shall pass away,
WE "RAKE" THE MARKET FOR THE BEST GARDEN TOOLS
Wednesday and Saturday to scrub out
but
lasts
fame
today,
His fairest
the city prison and wash the win- above Aztec and find the fall to be
AND HARDWARE MADE.
His world another world will be,
dows. This is in lieu of a fine, which 125
GOOD
WE "HOE OUR ROW" BY GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS
feet to Main street. The contrac
Yet dieth not Fraternity.
was
He
to
unable
was
pay.
Mclntyre
HARDWARE FOR THEIR GOOD MONEY.
who are to repair the Citizens
tors
do
work
the
released on promise to
ditch, left Durango with seven
For He that placed His children here demandedi
and five single team outfits for
or
ot
Wood-Davi- s
tear,
Amid these vales
joy
the heading of the ditch above Blanco.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Well knew this hope was left behind
Railroad.
the
Cinching
new
the
has
Work
begun building
Phone 14
The brotherhood of all mankind.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14.
It will be a source of great interest
Ti.liif.Vi
irill
a talran frnm the
All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
to the tax payers of Curry county to
a m,le Md R h&f aboye
Though borne and love be prized by learn that the Santa Fe railroad has
There will be
the former heading.
men
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
been assessed $450,870 greater than a tunnel bored
through a big rock
A3 fame and wealth have ever been, was assessed last year and which will
which the water will be
bluff
Yet poor is he, revered and good,
. ...
result, in some twenty thousand dol-- . cameo""""f"
ana
away nom u.e
Kept
That lacks the hand of brotherhood. j1nni , taxes
ex.
to- E0 toward DayinK
.
oi me
any
itnus
avowing
repetition
Ipenses and making Curry county take
damage nf last jear. At the
Phone Black Thnnh war'a rpl srar is seldom Iier Ciasa 1U .u.
ui.iiwo same time the contractors
tut; i:lineup viif
Phone Black
who will
healed,
Journal.
should.
Clovis
'that she
t; : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
build about three miles on the lower
battlefield,
yon
gory
sleeps
Though
Noble & Skrif-varend
the
of
Citizens,
God's
of
the
throbs
heart
Still
grand
Sentenced By Judge Raynolds.
are at work, and will push
H. F. Raynolds at
plan
Judge
their part of the job without letup.
The Brotherhood of Brother Man!
sentences:
the
following
imposed
Anonymous, j Charles L. Kelly, three to five years
DEATH OF FORMER
for theft; Dominick Bruno one year;
DRUGGIST AT SANTA FE.
to penitentiary for wife heating; WillDelivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
iam Ensor, six months for larceny; A.
to Compli
Succumbs
Creamer
Charles
senbut
for
one
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
larceny,
year
Landis,
cation of Diseases at
tence suspended during good behaAlbuquerque.
vior; Rosario Juarez, six months for
Pleaded Guilty to Burglary.
a concealed
weapon, suscarrying
Juan Garcia pleaded guilty to burgCarlos Creamer of the Santa Fe
pended; Andrew Martinez, six months
and Light Company has been call- lary and larceny in district court at for resisting an officer, suspended;
Socorro.
to
ed
Albuquerque by the death of his
Julian Barela, eighteen months to two
a for:ner druggist of txinta e,
Rosendo
for
father,
Aragon,
theft;
years
Meet at Taiban Next Year.
months for carrying a razor, who has been a patient at St. Joseph's
three
The Pecos Valley Presbytery seFrank McCabe, one to two Hospital at Albuquerque the past few
lected Taiban as its meeting place suspended;
He
vears for larceny: Preciliano Muniz, years, suffering from paralysis.
Near Union Depot.
333 HICKOX STREET,
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
next year.
one to two years for larceny; Perfec-- ' was more than sixty years old and is
m
RED
100.
PHONE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
to Luna, six months for larceny and survived by Mrs. Creamer and two
Divorce Decree Granted.
the sons, Carlos and a son attending the
six months for housebreaking,
Policies at Lowest Rates.
An absolute divorce decree nas latter suspended; Eugenio Baca, five New Mexico Military Institute.
81 months for
been granted Placida Baldonado
larceny and Bix months,
Roswell from her husband Sabino
for house breaking, the latter suspend HIGH SCHOOL TEAM
DEFEATS ST. MICHAEL'S.
ed.
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and OrIrrigation Project Near Mosquero.
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
A corps of ten men is surveying the
Unique Mother's Day Proclamation.
of St. Michael's
The
aggregation
on
the
Or. Phone No. Red 76
for 'OklaTesquezquite irrigation project
For Full Information Call,
A unique proclamation
before
to
main line of the Rock Island at Mos- home is that written by Miss Lorena College went down Schooldefeat
on the high
the Santa Fe High
quero.
Cruce, daughter of Governor L Cruce gchoo grounds tQ the tune of g to
(t
.
ramus uinm lue
Hhnn
nlavpd. hav.. a
.
TO
, ,
observe "Mother's day," May 1, 1912. nn ...
Wedding Wednesday Next Week.
ro
iin
of
Juan
next week,
On Wednesday
It was written at the suggestion of St. Michael's twirler. The features
C. Baca of Burley, and Miss Gregorio the governor.
As Miss Cruce's moth- - of
the game was a neat running catch
Armijo of Puertocito, Socorro county, er is dead, Miss Cruce, although but by Diaz, two base hits by Slaughter,
married.
Wells
of
be
the
"first
will
16
the
is
Dv
lady
years old,
Purchasing:
MflflPV ni ,nconvenience
Goebel, Cartwright, Lopez and Gomez.
land" in Oklahoma. The proclamation
IHUllCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
Slaughter knocked in one man. During
old
asks that "each citizen, whether
Normal School Enrollment.
the game, Goebel 3 men, Cartwright
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
one man, Lopez one man, Gomez one
The enrollment of the New Mexico or " mB'
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
Normal School at Silver City for the rowim. rememoer uer uuse iuv pa&sman.
Phillippi Martinez pitcher of
rehuman
and,
eth
understanding
SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
summer
few
a
school
allowed
MCXICO
the
the
year,
including
only
past
high
U. S., C3I13d3t
'"countries'0
membering, manifest to the world scattered hits
TkroujjkBul
school has reached 472.
the game. The
YOUR
during
REfeHMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSINESS,
your love and gratitude by wearing manager of the Resolutes can no
YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIMC.
WILL
SAVE
in honor of the
BUSY
a
carnation
white
boast that his aggregation has
Death of Old Timer.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
dearest of all mothers, and, wearing longer
USING
PEOPLE
ARE
STAMPS
NOW
RUBBER
MORE
been
defeated.
never
Juan Lucero, aged 86 years, died at jt( thjnk of her and jove her..
Jt
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
j
Springer. He went to Springer from
Taos 31 years ago and drove a freight
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
They Blamed it on Drink.
D.
outfit between Springer and Tasco-ville- ,
"I was drunk your honor and didn't ROOT AND HERB MEDICINES
'
Texas.
know what I was doing at The time,
was the excuse offered by a majority wlich are nature-cure Ior disease
,
.
Lordsburg Bank Sued.
of the nrisoners arraigned for sen- u,i..A
One-li- ne
In istrict court at El Paso, The tn(lf. before JudKe Herbert F. Ray- 15c
.
,
Stamp, not over 2 -2 inches tang
umu UIUS8 uul"
,ess
.
State National bank brought suit!--,- ;:
Hne
Each
the district court yesterday!
en
10c
additional
stamp
been able to improve upoa
MinRt th FtrBt v.tinn.. hnk
t afternoon. With one or two excepOne-li-2
. 20c
2
not
over
3
over
and
Stain
inches
them.
p,
long.
Lordsburg for $1,100.
tions the court did not extend lenEach additional Hne on stamp
Many tons of roots and herbs are
15c
Successor to
iency to the men who made this plea. used annually in the manufacture of
One-liArrested in a Saloon.
3 -2 and not over 5 inches long.... 25c
clemen
over
To those whom he extended
stamp,
CornMORGAN LIVERY CO.,
As E. Rodriguez, in an El Paso sa- cy he did so with the parting injunc- Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
is known from ocean -to
loon was boasting of his bravery, Po- liUU IV cavu
vofroin t " the Pund, which
ov,
,
,
,
"w
One-li- ne
a
16c
liceman Lon Garner stepped up and future from intoxicating liquors and
luc "auu,"u
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
"
FIRST-CLAS- S
male ills.
arrested him for carrying a pistol.
Each
same
additional
and
lines
(Curved
sober
live
to
line,
upright
endeavor
price.
No sick woman will do justice to
lives. Albuquerque Herald.
on Stamp count as two Hnes).
it.
Also First-Clas- s
until
tried
herself
she
has
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Setting Out Fruit Trees.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Stole Uncle Sam's Plate.
George E. Mann has set out 2,000
310 San Fracisco St.
sizes
at
Where
used is
which
Larger
wag
proportionate
prices.
Phone Main 139
type
trees
and
500
bushes
round
metal
small berry
fruit
The
plate,
on his Indian Point ranch near Fort set in a boulder on the top of mount NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
over one-ha- lf
inch in size, we charge for one Kae for each
SANTA FE, N. M.
Sumner.
one-ha- lf
Franklin, near El Paso, by the United
inch or fraction.
EXPRESS LINE.
States Geological Survey, has been
DATES, ETC.
Deputy Sheriff Arrested.
pried out and carried away by some
bore
the
at
sheriff
a
Pedro
MexiThe
50166
hunter.
Padilla,
curio
plate
New
The
deputy
Local Dater any town and date, for -2 inch
Society Stationery
90c
AUTOMOBILE, can Printing Company have on hand Las Vegas, was arrested on the charge words: "United States Geological
CARRIAGE,
Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
Dater
and
in
inch
50c
month,
Ledger
year
day
Mount
of
the
of
of
Victoriano
house
altitude
the
latest
the
assaulting
and can make up promptly
Survey," and
AND
Regular Line Dater month, day and year, -4 inch.... 35c
Franklin. Its absence was discovered
forms in society stationery. The new Sabedra.
size correspondence
cards, etc. Or.
Wednesday for the first time, but it is
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch.... 25c
Saloons at Las Cruces Closed.
ders taken for engraved and emnot known how long it has been gone.
1 ,50
Defiance Model Band Dater
AU saloons at Las Cruces have been The party who removed it left e chisbossed work. Several lines to make
Facsimile
Rubber
Weed
1.50
Cut
an
on
closed by
the ground el on the rock.
Signature
Stamp
injunction
your selection from.
Pearl Check Protector
that they are within a block either of
I JO
The a schcol or a church.
Commencement
Programs
SELF-INKIN- G
Irrigation Works in San Juan County.
STAMP
PADS.
New Mexican Printing Company have
The contracts for the six tunnels
1
3--4,
15 cts; 2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ; 2
received the new samples of embossed
Masonic Temple Dedication.
2,
above Aztec have been let to Baker,
25 cts;
Silveiing, SATISFACTION and engraved commencement program
Some 125 El Pas) Masons went to Cordova, and Bunce. This will com35 cts; 3
2
60 cts; 4 1- -2 r. 7 2, 75 cts;
The line is beautifully gotten Las Cruces today to assist in the ded- plete all the tunnel work on the Inca
Euh'ng on Glass GUAR ANTEED covers.
4 1- -4 x 9, 85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
up with the latest patterns and de- ication of the Masonic Temple. A ban- canal as far down as Aztec. The conand Brass
mailed
be
All
will
once.
upon
work
at
will
Samples
tractors
begin
quet will be spread late tonight for
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
PAUL P. LACASSACiNE, signs.
the lumber for flumes and syphones
request to any one interested. Make the visitors.
been
305 San Francisco Street.
your selections early.
to complete the entire ditch has
ordered and work will be pushed from
Mrs. Andrews Delegate.
Mrs. William H. Andrews of Orchard this time to the completion of the
the" Inca
Park, Chaves county, has been elect canal The surveyors for
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ed by the Woman's Club of Roswell as canal have surveyed a reservoir site
IIHHIIIHilMHIl IHIHi.lJLH
! MBM
"
a delegate to the biennial convex
THIS?
HOW'S
California.
in
tion
We offer One Hundred Dollars RejliEW MLXIUAN PBINTING CO.
ward for any case of Catarrh that canHeld Under Heavy Bond.
Local Agents for
Haysell and Boyd Smith have been not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. ..
held at Kenna, Chaves county, under
JWade
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
We, the undersigned, have known F.
$10,000 and $3,000 bond respectively
Prom
and
15
last.
brother-in-la3.
for the killing of their
years,
Cheney for the
Salle
La
TAOS
BARRANCA
"Elastic Bookcase
In
all
him perfectly honorable
Wilson Orr during a scuffle in justice
t of the
Meets Both North South
and Desk combined.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
business transactions and financially
peace court.
Thirty years' of experience in
able to carry out any obligations made
Bounds Trains.
of
II.
the
seme
in
largest
Telephone
tailoring
A Desk Unit with few or
Sued for Poll Tax.
by his firm.
m
Barranca on the arrival of ,
Leaves
many Book Units desired.
Andrews
Store.
F.
Below
Two
Doors
cities in Europe and America.
Dr. O. R. Haymaker, A. S. Leaton
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
the north bound train and arrives at
25 cents.
Meals
O.
'
C.
Regular
L.
Toledo,
A.
Wholesale
H.
D.
M.
Druggists,
Dicken,
Foster,
Hart,
II
dtsk and bookcase ever made. JfmWjftwISS???
Taoe at 7 p. m.
Booms for Rent 25c and 50c.
R J. Preestadt, P. J. Steggs and K,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
H
Roomy convenient attrac- 101 Washington
Avenue.
All
Ten miles shorter than any. other
Hours.
at
Orders
Short
blood
the
G. Shanks have been sued for a doV nally, acting directly upon
way. Good covereo hacks and food
lar poll tax at Roswell.'
and mucous surfaces of the system.
BY THE WEEK $5. 00
BOARD
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
bilhies. C'U, write or phone
Pbooe Black 22.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Frencn Noodle Order 10c a dlaa.
furnished commerc'-s-l men to taka In
u about a.
all
Sold
a
Druggists.
Hit With
Rock.
by
per bottle.
Kew York Chop Suey 60c. the surrounding towns. Wkt Knbwto
constt
Goods Called for and Delivered,
Rosario Gallegos, an El Paso boy,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Station.
was taken to the police station at El patios,
Lost
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Quality and Large Variety of
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HEALS

Legislators
Listen

!

Do not let

this
opportunity for
true economy
pass you by.
BEFORE have

NEVER been

so abso

SOSES AND ULCERS

before have used so much
painstaking thought in
the selection from large
lines of SPRING AND
SUMMER SUITINGS.

in New Mexico.
The two young people left Carrizo-zat noon Saturday for Alamogordo
and returned that evening with the
His Charming Daughter and knot safely tied. They started jor the.
Capital almost immediately and are
Able Private Secretary
now receiving their host of friends,
Are Married
who are showering congratulations
them, at the Executive Mansion.
upon
'
They will he at home to their friends
KNOT IS TIEDATALAMOGORDO for a few weeks at Carrizozo. The
edding seems to he (piite as much of
'a surprise to the principals as to their
Happy Young People Showered many friends and it will he some time
perhaps before definite plans for a
With Congratulations at
honeymoon journey will be made.
Executive Mausion.

GEISIPIISE

S. S. S. heals Sores and Ulcers in the very
simplest way. It just goes
right down into Jhe blood and removes the cause, and the place is bound
to heal because the impurities and morbid matters which have been the
means of keeping the ulcer open are no longer absorbed from the blood.
External applications of salves, lotions, plasters, etc., can never produce a
cure because they do not reach the source
of the trouble. At best
can only allay pain or reduce inflammation; such treatment is workingthey
on
and
not
symptoms
reaching the cause. Every nutritive corpuscle in the
blood is weakened or infected, they cannot nourish the fibrous tissue around
the place, but instead they constantly discharge into the flosh around the
sore a quantity of impure, germ-lade- n
matter which gradually eats into the
surrounding healthy tissue and causes the ulcer to enlarge. Since impuie
blood is responsible for Sores and Ulcers, a medicine tb.Pt can
purify the
blood is the only hope of a cure. S. S. S. has long been recognized
as the
greatest of all blood purifiers, possessing the qualities necer.saiy to remove
every impurity from the blood. While curing the sore or ulcer S. S. S.
brings about a healthy condition of the flesh by supplying it with rich,
healthy blood, and thus makes the cure permanent and lasting. Book on
Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,

lutely determined to gain
your patronage, and never

Women Took No Interest.
bond election
Roswell tomorrow, only twenty-fivwomen have registered.

For the School

'

at
e

cast out of a possible 195. The People's ticket won by nearly a four to
one vote. The vot was as follows:
L. A. Wiltse, 138; C. M. Hubbard, 12C;
J. Price Wright, 119; J. A. Minner,
F. J. Swenning,
Willet
1(15;
Brown, 35; Jack Martin, 41; W. L.
Paddack, 4S; W. W. Smith, 37.
137;

a

Interesting Fight at Fairview.
School Directors at Ruidoso.
"The election of school director on
At Ruidoso, Lincoln county, the
following school directors were elect- Monday was the most interesting
ed; R. E. Wingfield, J. L. Purdy and ever held here. On of a total of
Feline Gomez.
were
votes, seventeen
cast by women. Mr. F. H. Winston,
La Lande.
who held the office for the past ten
La Lande defeated a proposed spe- years, was up for
His
cial levy of fifteen mills for school opponent was P. H. McAughan. There
W. W. Clark was elected was desultory voting up to 4 o'clock,
purposes.
school director.
ft being conjectured that first one ana
then the other was in the lead. The
Lordsburg.
excitement began when an auto load
Only three women voted at Lords-hurg- , of native sons was brought up from
Grant county, last Monday. Thirty-t- PnctlicO Ttlos vntcA in l.n.r n .1
wo
votes ware cast for J. R. Own-b- presumably for the owner of the com
and one for J. E. Allen.
fortable and speedy machine. But
o
a
just then a whole delegation of the
Tittman Defeated.
fair sex arrived, who marched up to
In the school election at Hillsboro, the ballot box like veterans and
Mrs. W. H. Bucher and Mrs. H. A. slipped in their votes without a trem
Wolford, Republicans, defeated E. D. or, astonished to find it did not hurt
Tittman and Mrs. Helen Long, Demo- tbem after all. Tbsre was uncertain- crats, by majorities of two and five ty again until 5 o'clock, when ths
votes respectively.
votes were counted, and it was found
that Mr. Winston had one more vote
Cuervo School Election.
than' Mr.
and was declared
At Cuervo, Guadalupe county, Jo- elected." McAughan,
Sierra County Advocate
e
forty-onreceived
seph Holbrook
votes,
votes, and Max. Salas thirty-fivCOAL OPERATORS AND
defeating Julian Maestes thirty one
MINERS IN CONFERENCE.
votes.
votes and Victor Segura

map

forfy-scve-

y

e

thirty

Why buy a "
made in

" suit

hand-me-dow-

Montoya Election.

o

a a a

FOR

Torrance County Districts.
About a dozen women voted at the
school election at Lincoln, Torrance

$25.00

Ask what kind

county, and J. H. Hubbard, J. H. Shri-ve- r
and Augustine lluller were elect
of tailors we are of ed to the school board. In the Bach
elor district, John Martin was elected.

those who have already patronized
as, and then be sure you will' get
something nobby for your money.

i

n

The culmination of a two years' romance occurred last Saturday afternoon at the Methodist parsonage at
Alamogordo when the Rev. Edward
Lehretou united in marriage T. A.
Spencer and Miss Frances McDonald.
Both the young people are well known
here. The bride is the accomplished
and pretty daughter of the present
chief executive, who by the way was
appraised of the momentous event by
a telegram after the ceremony.
No
friends were present at the ceremony
because none knew of the event. Mrs.
Spencer is a graduate of the Wolfe
Hall, a fashionable school at Denver,
is the popular and charming leader of
the younger official set and a general
favorite in Santa Fe. The bridegroom
came to New Mexico two years ago
from his home in Kansas City and has
been engaged in an executive capac
ity on the McDonald ranches near Carrizozo. His efficiency attracted not
only the good will of his employers
hut the affection of his employer's

ESCAPE FROM

TWO

LAS VEGAS JAIL.

Both

i

j

With Robbery
Were Charged
and Each Made Good His
Escape.

(By Ppccial I.nasid Wire to Xow Mexican)
East Las Vegas, X. M., April X.
.T. H. Carroll being held on suspicion
of being connected with the recent
robbery of the A. Didier store in
Belen, last week, made Ins escape
,n
b d, ,
his
g d
out of the city jail. After his escape,
Mr. Didier arrived in the city and
identified a suit of clothes sold by the
man as one that was stolen from his

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

J.

PALEN,

ALS on display.

last

night John Ryan, charged with

burglary and waiting the action of the
grand jury, made his escape from the
county jail by cutting a hole in the

roof. Ryan, who had been ill, was al
lowed to sleep in a room on the sec-- I
ond hood. He made a dummy of blan- kets and clothing and covered it. wilh
a rpiilt. deceiving the jailers. Neither
man has been captured.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

I

Think About It!

spect them.

Here you get something

Jifferentfrom the ordinary.

CAPITAL
TAILORS

Clayton.
The school election at Clayton,
Union county, resulted in the election
and
of Joseph Gill for three years
Giles L. Marsh, for two years. Dr. N.
E. Charlton was elected
mayor the
day following and Charles N. Roark,
town clerk.
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have just the
proper thing.
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Our Shoes have that swagger
look so dear to the heart of the YOUNG
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Farmlngton.
At the school election at Farming-ton- ,
San Juan county, John F. Young
was elected, receiving 181 votes; Tyro
W. Schutz received 42 and Mrs. Hoff 1.
Two ballots were spoiled. There were
226 votes cast. About one hundred
women voted.
At the town election 171 votes were

The

The NEW HIGH SHOES are here in all their
glory. The spicy new receding toe with high
heels, the swell models in the new Tans, etc.

SHOES AND OXFORDS
$150, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

:''

This STORE OF GOOD SHOES offers all its
I

PATRONS the very BEST SHOE ;VALUES at
any stated price that can be obtained anywhere.

IS
ACASIO GALLEGOS.
FORMER SUPERINTENDEN T OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A
Ladies! Ask your Druggist for
1
Ulantond Hinnrti
I'llls in Red and ttold metallic
sealed with Blu Ribbon,
IBM no otter. Buy f a,.
Draniiit. AskforCIII.CIIEH.TER5
IMAM OND It HAND FILLS, for t&
years known s Best. Safest. Always Re1iatlt
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Brightest Ideas From

IN

BEST MAKES

y JP

iv

ACvr..

J. S. Hartman. There were ten name3
from which the voters selected the
above. The school election resulted
in fifteen of the sixteen votes being
cast for M. D. Taylor for director. A.
G. Ramsower received one vote. Only
two ladies voted at the school election.

do,

--

Grant County.

H. L. Dunning, F. B. Town-senC. E. Noble, Clare Uptegrove,

Come in and in

4

'

elected.

f

Cashier.

TheYoungMen

Only Two Ladles Voted.

SUMMER MATER

Cashier.
Assistant

F. McKANE,

.

The Aztec town flection, a total of
52 votes was cast. The following were

AND

B. READ,

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

a

)F 'SPRING

J.

SMART
S hoes and Oxfords

Club Women Lost Out.
The Club women of Portales made
an effort on Monday to elect a woman to the school board but failed,
those elected being Inda Murphy, Will
Smith and W. M. Cox. The prohibi
tionists were defeated the following
day and the following city ticket was
elected: Mayor, T. J. Molinari; town
clerk, Stirling P. Moody; trustees, S.
A. Morrison, D. Hady, B. F. Birdwell
and Ed. Hawkins.

STOCK

President.

L. A. HUGHES,

j

v..

our COMPLETE

ng

money-transmitti-

establishment.

MINES AND MINING

'

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
near Rihera. but that he subsequently
.Mica
Manufac
The Eighty-fivCompany at Lords- organized the Topeka
The plaintiff alleges
burg will probably put in reduction turing Company.
to proworks to handle the output of the further that Rohrer attempted
mine.
Last month, MS cars of ore cure claims belonging to the Anderbvel'e shipped from Lordsburg and last son company and occupying and mining its claims.
weeK 4b cars;
Socorro County.
Sierra County.
AND
mmmm
on
In the course of development
John Cavin will erect a set of hand
cona
Middle
at
on
Percha
the
mine
his
on
Mogollon,
Group
Trilby
jigs
creek. Considerable ore is on the siderable tonnage of pay ore accumu- 'flump aireaay. lire mai nm mi mo neu aim is uu uemft uauaiiuncu iu
U.
t reasury in me macu. utilise ore lieauwoou nun. u me resuus
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Now Under the Same Managemen
has been satisfactory and a larger satisfactory, the group will he leased
plant is to be built. Considerable and further development work done, The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
ore has been uncovered At the Deadwood mines, the engine
eood lead-zinen suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
!nn thp Middle Percha bv nrospectors. repairs have been made and work will
Meet at Kansas City, Mo., to Discuss when connection was recently made he resumed. During the
of
Kenewai of Two Years
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
'between the 2.000 foot tunnel and the the past six weeks, considerable cus- - Large Sample Rooms.
Contract.
At
the
of the Silver Monument toms ore has accumulated.
lol(j
mine at Chloride, a vast reservoir of Deep Down mine of H. O. Bursum, a
(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican) water was encountered, which when gasoline hoist has been installed and
Kansas City, Mo., April 8. A joint released filled the tunnel sweeping the mine crew increased. Daily de- conference of representatives of the evervthing before it, cars, track, tools, liveries of ore to the Deadwood mill
coal miners and mine owners of the all, being carried away. The car are to be made. The mine is under
southwest in an effort to negotiate a rails were bent and twisted like bal-- lease. The new Blake crusher has
of their two year contract jng wire. The connection with the old rived at the Ernestine mine and is to
In March,
that expired April 1, began here to-- workings occurred at the top of the he installed immediately.
day. Local working conditions were lower level which is yet full of water. the mill treated 2,200 tons of ore, last
given special attention. Districts 14, The tunnel is being cleaned out and week 7(i0 tons. Precipitates for the
are being
21, and 25, comprising the states of put in condition for further explora-- ; last ten days of March
smelted. At the Socorro mines 1,200
Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas and Ar- - tion of the mine.
San Miguel County.
kansas, were represented at the con- jtons of ore were milled last week. At
ference which was executive.
The Judge David J. Leahy has issued the Treasure Mining and Reduction
mines in these states employ about 30,- - an order to the Topeka Mica Manufac- - Company, 4S0 tons were transported
000 men.
;turing Company to show cause on from the mines and treated during
April 15, why an injunction should the last week of March. At the Oaks
ANOTHER REDUCTION FOR
not be issued compelling it to aban- - Company during March a total of 132
are somewhat
ALL GRADES OF SUGAR. don the property of the Anderson feet of development was done on the
Pacific
73
to
mine
of
tons
is
and
directed
ore,
producing
Mining Company
stirred up
'? Special Leased Wire to New Mexican" S. B. Rohrer and Ralph Rohrer. The which will be packed to the Deadwood
mill
for
treatment as soon as the
New York, April S. All grades of Anderson company alleges that S. B.
by our Swell
sugar were reduced five cents Rohrer, formerly was employed as toms ore bins at the latter have been
a hundred pounds today.
manager of its properties, which lie emptied.
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;ve will have

BANK
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City Ticket at Socorro.
The city ticket elected at Socorro,
was as follows:
For mayor, H. O. Bursum; for city
clerk, Abran Abeyta; for city treas
urer, Conrado A. Baca; for alderman,
first ward, Misais Baca; for alderman,
second ward, C. T.' Brown; for alderman, third ward, Jose E. Torres; for
alderman, fourth ward, Florentino

IAD1ES, do not forget that

NATIONAL

shut-dow-

At Montoya, Guadalupe county, a
propsition to levy an extra ten mills

sweat shops six for public school purposes, carried by
months before the latest style plates twenty to two votes. M. Montoya was
elected school director by twenty-tware published, when you can get a votes.
suit made to your special order and
At Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county,
F. C. Baker received 12G votes, J. E.
shape in our store right here. Bring Overtstreet 91, Celestino Sandoval 45,
school
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00 Baker being elected. The
board now consists of F. C. Baker,
suit and we will duplicate it
William Hunter and J. E. Pardue.
New York

FIRST

o

'

Politics and Politicians
Women Elect School Director.
At Central, Grant county,
Mrs.
Mary E. Walling and Major Rockhili
were elected school directors.

daughter and the inevitable hapixned.
Mr. Spencer is a graduate of the
West port Mo., high school, and has
made many friends during his stay

MCDONALD

GOV.

defects and needs of New Mexico's edin the Hall of Representatives, former ucational system. Mr. Gallegos having
superintendent of education of New been with the Department of Educa- Mexico, will mako an address on the tion for a number of years and having
Tomorrow

evening

at

7:30 o'clock,

t

visited practically every county of the
litate on school business, no doubt,
Will advance ideas that will be of much
possible use to the legislators. The
meeting will be public.
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
.SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to
Every
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
' General Manager.
Secretary-Treasure, Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa FePostoffice
r.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
.
y, per. wee
i! canw
Weekl
gi
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
rer
year
65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00 WeeUy. per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail

13.50

.

V.

2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New MexTccT
ItTis sent to
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest

SANTA FE TO ROSWELL.

AN OPPORTUNITY.

Ever since the lower Pecos valley
World-wid- e
attention is being dir- gave evidence of becoming the garden ected t0 the
Proposition to establish
snot nf Xew Mexico. Santa Pe has
hankered for closer connection with ln ew Mexico a
Roswell. Twenty-fiv- e
years ago, ine University at which special emphasis
New Mexican advocated, and a move- - wouid De laid on
trainIng yo.Jng men
ment was inaugurated, to extend the
republics south
narrow gauge line via Cerrillos and the
White Oaks to the lower Pecos coun- - matlc. consular and business service
try, but the first substantial step tOjin the Spanish American republics,
secure that closer tie between the The day is here when a coalition of
Capital and the Pearl of the Pecos, the
republics south
was that taken by former Delegate of the United States would approach
W. H. Andrews when he organized the in
population if not in strength, the
Santa Fe Central railroad, and built United States and the dav is in'evita-i- t
to Torrance within 110 miles of c!Ci because of these
republics
But that 110 miles seemed ij:g ore rai)idiy in
and
population
insuperable, until former Mayor J. W.!waith th
,ho TTnts HtafoII
Stockard of Roswell, emulating the such a coalition
would be richer and
'", "l JJ76aie
niore powerful than this nation The
n

Spanish-America-

Spanwh-Amerlca-

n

Spanish-America-

n

grow-Roswel- l.

.

7

from Roswell to Torrance, the first
automobile line in the United States.
This cut down the time between Santa Fe and Roswell from three days to
less than two days. Then came the
,
Belen
which
necessitated
changing the terminus of the auto
line to Vaughn, depriving Santa Fe of
the direct connection it had via Tor--;
ranee, but giving a connection
via
Belen that cut down the time to Roswell to a day, although still necessitating a somewhat inconvenient, tiresome, round-abou- t
railroad journey
with train changes at Lamy and
cut-off-

The Improvement in automobiles in
late years, however, has made feasi- .
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THE NEW CITY ADMINISTRATION.
The New Mexican Is pleased, and
so will be every citizen, to learn that
the new city administration which
takes charge next Monday will continue the policies that have made the
uuigoing administration a success, ,a
success that is equally shared by May
or A. Seligman, a Democrat, with the
city council, which was Republican
i ne polic y of systematic, permanent
improvements, is to be continued; the
policy of maintaining law and order
firmly established; the policy of
giving a public accounting is to be
permanent. Mayor Lopez manifests
the right spirit and has given evi
dence as chairman of the street com
mittee and in other capacities as alderman, that he has a clear view of
Santa Fe's needs and possibilities.
His first duty will be to appoint an
efficient city marshal in whom the
people have confidence; who will give
a square deal to all alike; who will
not protect one lawbreaker and hound
the other; who will be ready to serve
the public when it needs him, be the
hour day or night, the duty pleasant
or unpleasant. Another task will be
to prepare a budget of
probable ex
Pf uses and of the funds
that are
mailable for permanent improve
ments.
Administering the affairs of
a city is pure business and should be
handled in a businesslike and not in
a napnazara manner. Some idea
should be had at the start, of how
much money will be available, how
much money is needed to meet fixed
charges, and how much can be ex
pended in permanent Improvements
and betterments.
The city council is willing to work
vith the mayor for a greater, a better
and a more beautiful Santa Fe and
each member as well as each
city of- ncial can build up a reputation, win
the confidence and secure the gratitude of every right minded and public- spirited man and woman in the
community oy newlng close to the
tine of duty.
WHERE

CONVICT LABOR IS
PROFITABLE.
with which to treat these republics but
Warden Thomas J. Tynan of the
diplomacy and a wise understanding
of their business methods and temper- Colorado penitentiary, has submitted
ament is. Therefore, the many com- figures to prove that the most profita
mendations fcm all quarters for 'his ble work to the state by the convicts
New Mexico proposition of so magni- - is road building. Warden Tynan savs
iicent possibilities, that the legist he was giving $2 worth of work for 32
cents a day and that he had already
lu"- - D"uu,u iKa'u 11 "UI ver
accomplished $11,000 worth of road
ly eyes.
Here is an opportunity for Sena building for $4,500 not counting four
tor Albert B. Fall to distinguish him miles of road recently enmnlpton- Road building is one of the few occu
self. A
University
in the United States, seems to be a pations in which convicts can engage
need of the hour. Secretary Knox"s without entering into rivalry with estrip in Central America has demon- - tablished trades or occupations. Even
a convict farm, to greater or lesser exs
that the
are decid- - tent, would compete with farmers,
eoiy suspicious, if not unfriendly to and the proposition to have work for
bin it aone at tne peniten'iary will
tI,e United states.
Many persons
' not meet with enthusiastic approval
" ' "
nations have endorsed the University from working and business men. In
with enthusiasm, and New New Mexico, the experience with conMexico is the :
victs on roadwork has not been alto11 is not a mere !ocaI
Proposition but gether happy, but in cases where the
,
one of na0
work was done near the
penitentiary,
and on such heavy rock work as in
fed, that after both committee
and
th houses had tufned down the the Santa Fe Canon and on the
aPPPriation for a public building at Scenic Highway between Las Veeas
Albl'1uerque, the voteless New Mexico and Albuquerque via the Pecos Forest
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him to the Senate for six year?
years or for as long as he wishes to
The second month of the legislative
can
be
in
fine
condition.
pense
placed
S(ay
session
begins this month, and there
ne aavanrages 01 a niteen nour
is no indication as yet in the House
schedule from Santa Fe to Roswell is
At South Bethlehem. Pa., a national of a definite legislative program. In
one of such obvious advantages, of so
much mutual
and general benefit, conference met last week to discuss tne Senate, however, there are sisms
that it needs no extended argument td ,he Problem of the feebleminded, of jtliat a W" rounded up program of
support it. The movement is one be- - "nora were seems to be a constantly legislation is being shaped in the
committees.
which the Chamber of Commerce jncreasing number in every commun-jinIt is true, and it is
and the local businessmen
should ity; Tt was brought out that in Great jsad tnat it is true, that in most
e
themselves.
It is not asking B'itain there are 130,000
including all the past terri- New Mexico's Senators and Represen- Persons, tne majority of whom tonal legislatures; the important legtatives in Congress too much to inter- - drift in and out of the workhouse islation was not disposed of until the
est themselves in the proposition, for and Prison. The remarkable and
last day or two of the sesion. The
Constitution makers had something of
helps more direct and quick- - nificant fact is that
er communication between any two ,s dUM)luteiy nereditary and transmis- that sort in mind and knew
that it
points in the commonwealth,
helps sime trom generation to generation; was inevitable, and therefore gave
that
every
an
the entire state and is a matter of pubperson
trace bis condition to the sin or weak- the executive three days after the leglic interest.
ness of some near ancestor, and that islature adjourns to cogitate over bills
passed at the last moment. But it
the result of the marriage of feeble- would
A TALE BY WILL ROBINSON.
not be a great mistake for the
minded
nersons
is
foohlo.ni;nnAnn
"
- - .
""iimiuutuunw first state legislature to set up a dif1111 nuumauil, cunur Ul
in hA rhilHron
llie H.USwell Register-Tribune- ,
widely known ficiai statistics show that the average ferent kind of a precedent and dispose
of the important legislation now.
under the pseudonym "The Tender- - size 0f families is four
children, but
foot, opens a serial in the Arizona 0f
families seven child- entitled "The Knotted ren. It is a menace that is felt
Magazine
Vn EQUAL SUFFRAGE
Cord.
It is a story of the uprising in xew Mexico to a
FOR ARIZONA WOMEN.
greater extent
of the Pueblo Indians in New Mexico than
appears on the surface
against the Spanish misrule during)
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the latter part of the seventeenth
Ariz., April
sufine laaies do not seem to under- - Phoenix,
century. While the story is delight- scored a victory in the Arizona
frage
stand
the
01
nlles
the
at
full
game
of
or
all,
fully
action, and a rattling good
today, when the House, 21
adventure yarn, it is built upon an ac- - ar.e not wi'ling to play in accordance .assembly
to 4, passed the bill granting women
curate historical foundation. Mr. Rob-- ' wi,n these rules. This happened at the full
right of suffrage. There was
inson the author, has made a close1 Fort Sumner, for the Fort Sumner Re- little debate on the measure. The
study of early southwestern historv, view tells it
'A lady who was casting her first bill was immediately sent to the Senand the serial is sure to be of interest
to everyone who claims the southwest vote at Monday's school election was ate, where, leaders announced public
as Dome; it is the kind of yarn that challenged by a bold, bad, reckless hearings would be held before any aclakes thirty days seem a long time business man. The lady has bought a tion was taken.
to wait for the next installment. The healthy looking whip and aforesaid
Arizona Magazine
which publishes business man has been missing ever
'
the story is a beautiful publication since."
...
devoted especially to the interests of
8
The Wisconsin State Journal,
"i1
IlmtTtfnf16; g
Mrs. J. W. Hale of La Plata
Follette'. paper, prints' pictures of
0f1general
was found dead in the buggy
that has a direct
upon the four new Senators, and under
shed on the home ranch at 9
the development of the Southwest.
jSenator Fars handsom frame
o'clock
yesterday
morning.
jthe name of Marcus A. Smith of Ari- She had gone into the shed,
Friend E. D. Tittman, down at zona, and under the picture of
and it is supposed placed a
a Democratic
was tor Henry F. Ashurst, the name of
rope around her neck and hung
defeated for the school board, and by Senator A. B. Fall of New Mexico,
herself. A daughter found the
a woman too. Das geht mir doch while Senator Smith's rotund likeness
mother's lifeless body and franueber die Hut Schnur!
bears the name of Ashurst. This is
tically attempted to cut her
Jan outrage, sab and coming from
down with a butcher knife. A
sucn
a
S0UTC
demands
and
pistols
According to the total number of
man nearby was called and he
coffeea
two.
for
hem,
votes cast last Tuesday, Santa Fe has
came and took the body down,
almost caught up in population to Ros
but already it was beginning to
well and Albuquerque and is growing
What need has "Bachelor" district,
get cold. Aztec Index. .
more rapidly than those two cities.
Torrance county, for a school board?
1
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Everything From President
to County Coroner Will
Be Chosen
VOTE

SUFFRAGE

IN

sou mean to say you want Money?"

CHiCAGO

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cihcago, 111., April 8. Illinois vo
ters will ballot tomorrow in the most
complicated primary in the state's his
Members of the two great par
tory.
ties will indicate their choice for
president of the United States, Unit
ed States senator and governor, and
county coroner, while in Chicago, the
question of the advisability of worn
en's suffrage also is up to the electors,
The Republican candidates for state
offices are divided into three district
slates, one claiming to be "regular,
one having the support of Senator
Lorimer, and one backed by th
"Progressive" element. Other candi
dates, not aligned with any of these
three factions, are up for endorse
ment for many state and county offi
cers.
The Democrats are divided into two
general factions, though "unattached'
candidates are expected to make good
runs. Adherents of National Committeeman Sullivan, will in general, sup
port one slate, while another will re
ceive the support of a faction led, ia
Chicago, by Mayor Harrison..
Both big parties will give an advi
sory vote on candidates for the seat
in the United States Seriate now oc
cupied by Shelby M. Cullom, who is a
candidate for
The state's
first presidential primary finds Roosevelt, Taft, and LaFollette bidding for
t
Illinois'
delegates to the Republican National convention.
The
Democrats will chose between Clark
and Wilson.
fifty-eigh-

EASTER AT OUR
LADY OF GUADALUPE,
200 Received Communion and 40 Chil
dren Sacrament of

Confirmation.
The members of the Guadalupe
church attended the Pontifical Mass
at the Cathedral, and forty children
who received the sacrament of confirmation with the Cathedral class of
over two hundred in the afternoon.
The first mass was celebrated
at
the Guadalupe church at 6 o'clock in
the morning when two hundred persons received communion.
One hundred and sixty .received the communion last Tuesday.
The second
mass at 8 o'clock was Song Mass. Rosary end benediction was given at 3
o'clock in the afternoon.

lr

d

then he says Montoya answered
"That is what I mean," and then
Judge Fall excused himself and: went
out. (See page 4 of Baca's testimony.)
This is not the story that Baca told
J. D. Sena, If the latter is to be believed. (See page
8
of Sena's testimony.) Nor does Judge Fall corroborate this statement of Baca, as
shown by the testimony of Senator
Holt. (See Holt's testimony page 13.)
Judge Fall told Holt, that Baca called him Just outside the door and said,
"Judge do you know what these men
are driving at? They want money for
their votes." This would indicate
plainly that neither Montoya nor any
one of the accuse dmentioned money
in the presence of Judge Fall, notwithstanding, Elfego Baca's statement to the contrary.
It is true that the witness Baca testified to certain other facts reflecting
on the accused, but this committee is
unwilling to say that they, the accused, are guilty of soliciting bribes
upon tne unsupported statement of
and especially when a material part
of his statement is contradicted.
,
The statements and explanations
made by the accused members see:
far more reasonable and truthful than
those of the witness Baca.
This committee is of the belief that
the accused have been' niade the Victims of a conspiracy against thein,
that they were inveigled to room 44
of the Palace hotel on the night of the
18th of March by the witness Baca
in furtherance of that conspiracy.
They were evidently
invited
there
pursuant to the plan that had been
agreed upon by those in the secret,
,.

Taft, Roosevelt and La Follette
Bid for Fifty Delegates to
Convention.

17-1-

and Julian Trujillo of accepting
a bribe and soliciting a bribe, beg
leave to report, that after several
days spent in taking testimony, and
all the testimony, of which we could
learn, both sustaining and refuting
said charges, in the presence of said
respondents, and hearing the testimony of respondents themselvs, assisted by the Hon. Edward R. Wright',

as inquisitor, and the respondents represented by able counsel, the Hon.
George W. Prichard and the Hon. Benjamin M. Read, and after hearing the
arguments of said counsel do find
from the evidence the said Manuel
.
Cordova,
liucero, Luis R.
and Julian Trujjllo guilty of so1
liciting a bribe and guilty of accepting a bribe as charged.
Respectfully submitted this April
Mori-toy-

-

8th, 1912.

V-;-

a

ry',-,-

W. H. CHRISMAN,
CHARLES P. DOWNS,
HUGH M. GAGE,
W. E. ROGERS,
S. J. SMITH,
OSCAR T. TOOMBS,
JAMES V. TULLY.:: :.
A communication from former Delegate W. H. Andrews, urging a Senatorial primary at the November election, was received with applause.
Representative Burg was still making his address, which was the first
set oration of the session, when the
New Mexican went to press.
.

life savers that the fire was confined
entirely to the hold.
The hull of ine vessel was badly
blistered on the outside. The Ontario
if a vessel of 1.S97 tons net. She is
290 feet long, of steel, and was built
in 1904. She left Baltimore Saturday.
The revenue cutters Mohawk and Sen-ecpicked up the wireless call at
New York and the Cutter Acushnet at
Boston, harried to the scene. They
were able to give but little assistance,
however. At 8.30, Captain Bond sent
word ashore taht the fire was under
control, and the vessel was then hard
aground and .apparently in no danger
of breaking up. The tug Tasco, with
the Ontario's passengers, aboard, was
then still alongside. It was reported
that the passengers would land at
New London, Conn.. A wrecking tug
is on the way here from New York.
JOHN L. EMERSON IS
FOREMAN OF GRAND
Carlsbad,

N. M., April 8.

JURY.
The

dis-

trict court for Eddy county opened for
the April term this week with John
T. McCIure presiding. The grand jury

was completed on Wednesday
with
John L. Emerson of Knowles as foreman. The grand jury found much
work before it, many having
been
bound over from various precincts in
the county. On Friday the jury made
a partial report, returning five true
bills. Walter A. Woods was arraign
Pointers.
Legislative
ed charged with the killing of James
(Contributed.)
W. Donaldson of Loving in February.
Among the several hundred infants He
pleaded not guilty. The time or
confirmed yesterday afternoon, was
the court will be occupied with civil
Will P. Lapoint, proprietor of two pa
business all week. The first case is
pers in Dona Ana county, and at pres- Dorr & Dorr vs.
Dunaway and
ent stenographer in the Senate. His
This case will be heard by a
was
Manuel
P. Manzanares, special
godfather
judge, George L. Reese of
the popular and youthful representative from the counties of Guadalupe
The development movement in the
end San Miguel, whose popularity is Carlsbad
Project is ready for work.
to
attested
by the fact that at the last The
is unusual as the
election he received more votes than land organization
owners and
business
men
any other, legislator, end in his couriT
their organi-ationhave com- ties than any other man, ; Mr.' Man- through
blned
zanares says that as all of the other tion of'for the campaign. The direc
the movement is in the hands
babies were lifting their voice he fearT
of a committee, representing the varin advance.
ed that his protege would too, but
We do not find from the testimony he didn't. He gave Mr. Lapoint the ious interests. Every step in the organization has been taken with care
that the accused solicited any money additional name of Octaviano
and the plans are as near perfect as
from the witness Baca, in that room,!
they can be made. The new order of
nor uo we nna tnat tney promised 10
things with concessions and extenvote for any particular candidate for
STEAMER SAVED BY WIRELESS. sions in payments of the
United States Senator for money re
building
charges is attracting general attenceived in that room, despite the eC- Ccntlnuea trom Page One.
tion. Many inquiries are coming to
fort of Baca to make it so appear.
the Pecos Water Users' Asociation
We believe that the accused mem
crew would remain aboard.
and the Commercial Club in consebers were led into a trap for the pur
Long before daylight, they had quence. The movement in the Carlsof
pose
driving them out of this
a dozen holes through
the bad Project will not only benefit the
House, either by resignation, or ex chopped
pulsion, that the scheme was contem- pilot house, and water was pumped by project, but the entire Pecos Valley.
plated for several 'days prior to he the vessel's own engines into the hold. The real estate men are active, estab
18th of March, that in support of this At 6 o'clock. Captain Bond sent word lishing local agencies through
the
conclusion resignations had been pre ashore that the fire had been checked'. middle west. They are following out
The
broke
fire
out
the
during
pared for these men to sign before
night the most successful modern methods
they were invited into room 44. The and became so threatening that short- in immigration work.
secrecy with which the business was ly before 2 o'clock this morning, CapWillard
a late arrival In the
carried on makes it apparent to this tain Bond ordered the wireless opera- Carlsbad Smith, is
Project
already beginning
committee that the action taken by tor to send S. O. S. distress signals.
An hour later he turned back upon extensive improvement on his farm
those in the scheme was inspired by
a desire to get these members out of his course, and drove the vessel full near Otis. He is starting to build a
the legislature, for the reason that speed ahead for the reefs off Montauk commodious residence. J. M. Ruyts in
the same locality is building a resithey could not be controlled by those Point.
dence and has just completed a
who wanted to control them in the
the earry morning hours beerhouse. The Carder brotherslarge
are
matter of voting for United States theThrough
erfwireless sputtered along the.
also building. Several new welis are
Senator.
tire North Atlantic coast with news being put down.
The methods adopted by those in of the vessel's
Ten minutes
the combination can not be too strong- later, the men atdanger.
this station saw the
Massacred in China.
ly condemned. The manner in which ship on the rocks, hurried off with a
the arrest of these men was effected; breeches
buoy apparatus and later
London, April 8.
the taking of them to jail and the
riots
dragged their surf boat on its truck have broken out in
of
the Chinese provthem in confinement with- three miles over the beach to
placing
the burn- ince of Shen Si, where
out a complaint
many Mohamagainst them, and
steamer.
medans have been massacred, accordwithout a warrant showed plainly the ingThe life
reinforced
crew
a
savers,
by
object that their accusers had in view. from
ing to a news agency dipatch from
the Hither Plain station, two Tien
The conduct of the jailer who refused
Tsin received here today.
miles
away, transferred the passento deliver the accused to the sergeant
of arms under the authority of this gers in small boats to a tug and stood
House cannot be too strongly censur- off in readiness to take the crew
ed. Such conduct directly reflects up ashore if need be.
HATCHING
on the dignity and the independence
Although the flames could not be
C.
S.
White Leghorns, 13 Eggs, $1.00
of this body and it is for the House seen, a great cloud of steam and
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 13 "
1.00
smoke arose from the burning ship,
itself to consider what action
should take regarding the conduct of and spread a haze along the water
Fancy Fresh Table Eggs, doz. .40
the individuals herein referred to.
front for miles. Captain Bond told the W.
LINDHARDT, 125 Palace Ave.
Your committee upon the whole
case finds:
1. That the proof in this ease does
not show the accused to be guilty 6f
accepting a bribe for their votes for
the office of United States Senator,
or for any other purpose.
2. That the proof in this case is not
sufficient to warrant the committee
&
in finding the accused or any of them
Meals
guilty of soliciting bribes as charged
Furnished rooms in connection. Hot ft Cold Baths. Electric
them.
against
Lights
3.
That the accused have been
22 San Francisco Street
::
G.
LL'PE
HERRERA, Prop
made the victims of a combination by
which it was expected they would be
compelled to resign their seats in thift
House or be expelled therefrom.
4. That those in the combination
and conspiracy against the accused
SPECIAL EASTER SALE OF
were led to take the course they didj
because of the fact that they were
imposed upon by Elfego Baca arid they
did not believe that they would be
able to control the votes of the accused for at least one United States
e.

Por-tale-
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Anti-foreig- n

BRIBERY COMMITTEE SPLITS
EVEN ON ITS REPORTS.
(Continued

from Page Onei
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MONDAY,

nesses in the case against the aceus-jtoyed simply repeated what Baca said
to them about them soliciting money.
It appears that the witness Baca contradicts himself as to what was said
by the accused on the 16th day of
March in room 59 of the Palace hotel.
He tells this committee that the accused member Montoya said "I want
to state for myself, I want to help
whoever helps me,'' then the witness
asked him "What do you mean, do

ILLINOIS MANY

n

Spanish-America-

MEXICAN1, SANTA FE. N. IT.

charges named. The taking of testimony in the case covered a period of
several days.
The committee was represented by
Judge E. R. Wright as its counsel anl
the Honorable G. W. Prichard and
Honorable

B. M.

Read appeared before

the committee for the accused.
As will be seen by the testimony,
which we submit herewith as a part
of this report, we went into every
phase of the question presented to
the committee. We not only consid
ered the question of the innocence or
the guilt of the accused, but we took
up the question of the alleged plot and
conspiracy against them, and also the
question as to whether the privileges
and prerogatives of this House have
been interfered with by another branch
of this government In the manner of
the arrest and the imprisonment and
detention of the accused members.
Under the resolution creating this
committee there were four charges
preferred against the accused mem
bers. One of the charges was for accepting a bribe and three of the
charges were for soliciting bribes for
their votes for United State Senator.
After the testimony was all in the
charge for soliciting bribes from divers persons, was dropped, as there
was no proof to sustain that charge.
This left three charges to be considered by the committee.
This inquiry arises under article 4,
section 39 of the Constitution of this
state which reads as follows: Any
member of the legislature who shall
vote or use his influence for or against
any matter pending in either house in
consideration of any money, thing of
value, or promise thereof shall de
deemed guilty of bribery; and any
member of the legislature or other
person who shall directly or indirect-

EGGS FOR

-

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run Day

Night.

25c.

Regular

GrifftlVs Low and HighTop.'Shoes

Senator.
That the methods adopted for the
arrest and the imprisonment of the
accused without a complaint
being
filed against them and without warrant are condemned by this House.
5. That we regard said arrest and
imprisonment of the accused and the
refusal to permit the sergeant of
arms of this House to take Into custody said members under the circumstances named as a violative of the
prerogatives of this House under the
constitution of this state, which may
call for further action by the House.
Under the above conclusions
and
finding the committee submits, the
following resolution, and ask its ado-- ,
tion:
.,
Resolved, That there is, nothing in
the facts of this case requiring the
'
expulsion of J. P. Lucero, Luis R.
Montoya, Julian Trujillo, and Manuel
Cordova, as members of this House

ly offer, give or promise any money,
thing of value, privilege or personal
advantage, to any member of the legislature to influence him to vote jr
work for or against any matter pending in either house; or any member
of the legislature who shall solicit
from any person or corporation any
money, thing of value or personal advantage for his vote or influence as
such member shall be deemed guilty
of solicitation of bribery.
The Rogers Report.
In order to constitute the offense of To the House
of Representatives
State of New Mexico:
bribery under the above provision of
the constitution, at least two things
We, the undersigned, W. H. Chris-mamust occur, viz.: The acceptance of a
Charles P. Downs, Hugh M. Gage,
consideration to vote for or against a W. E. Rogers, S. J. Smith, Oscar T.
matter pending in the House and the Toombs,. and James V. Tully, majority
voting for or against such matter as members of your committee appoint- agreed upon. The evidence does notjed under resolution of the House on
d
show that either of these things oc-- the 19th day of March; 1912, to
in this case, and hence no ac- - tigate the charges against; T Manuel
s
ceptance of a bribe has been proved. I' Cordova, J. P. Lucero," Luts R.
leaves to be considered the two liciting bribes, it mustbe on the un.
wit
charges of soliciting a bribe. If the corroborated statement of fb
accused are to be found guilty of so- - ness Elfego Baca. ' The pther wife
.
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PARTNERSHIP INSURANCE
Mr. Business

Man, Insure for the Benefit of Your Business.;
The sudden death of a member of the firm might, by
curtailing the usual credit, lead to temporary em.
harassment or even insolvency. Thousand of business houses that have been crippled and driven
to the wall by the death of a partner would be in busif they had been thoughtful enough to
iness
have provided for just this' emergency. The READY
CASH promptly paid in by an Insurance
Company
relieves the surviving partners of all worry in
.
regard to money matters. - to-d-

The

RELIANCE

ay

COMPANY
of Pittsburg, Penn., writes the most
nuciai tonus m rarmersnip insurance.

INSURANCE

General Agents,
21 Capital Olty
Bank Bnlldlng,

HALO & HALL

SANTA

FE

NEW MEXICO.

MONDAY,

APRIL

8, 1912.

THE SAXTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE. N.

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL S50,000 00
Does

.

1AUGHUN, President
;

Established

H. F.

W. E. GRIFFIN

Asst. Cashier

1903.
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SILK FOULARDS AND MESSAL1NES

in all the new shades. All the
LATEST MATERIALS IN WHITE
GOODS
FOR WAI5TS AND
j

FOR THE MEN
We have the Celebrated SOPHOMORE SUITS, snappy and
up-to-d-

ate

.

Phone 36.

Glorieta Battle Field
FOR SALE

160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle

Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on. property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

I

J.

l

vy

INSURANCE, SURETY

X WU.
BONDS,

REAL

Phone, Red 189.

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Children's Wash

Dresses!

Every child should have several of these beautiful
Wash Dresses.
The assortment is especially
large, and all the latest Spring: and Summer Patterns. Dresses of Ginghams and Percals, made
high and low collars, round or square Dutch neck
effects. A variety of stripes, plaids, checks and
polka dot designs, effectively trimmed. All full
sizes from 2 to 14 years.
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

JULIUS H. GERDES

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT

Reliable

"'H.

Manicuring,

Boss Patent Flour
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
ARE OVER.

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

When Your Glasses Break

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

Grapes, Oranges,

Grape Fruit, Apples.
FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

BY FIRST MAIL.

rations.

Especially Low Prices
...ON...

Must Be Fed at Public Expense.
Washington, D. C, April 8 Approximately 2,500 refugees at Hickman,
Ky., must be fed, according to an estimate telegraphed to the war department today by Captain Logan of the
quartermaster's department. He says
about half are being fed bv the citv.
FOR TWO WEEKS AT
Twenty thousand rations are due there
A.
today. The principal trouble at Tip.
xonvnie, Tenn., according to a report
Southeast
of Plaza.
from Major Normoyle, is the lack of
He
iorage.
requests 100,000 pounds
of hay and 60,000 pounds of corn.
there ar about 1,000 head of stock
C.
to be fed. The department has sent
to Columbus, Ky., 10,000 rations with
30,000 pounds of corn, 50,000 pounds
to hay; to New Madrid, Mo., 20,000
rations and to Caruthersville, Mo.,
Auuu rations. In addition, there was
sent much lime and crude oil and MAMMOTH PEKIN DUCKS
several army field ranges.
Relief for Flood Sufferers.
Ejrgs
8.
Washington, D. C. April
The
House today extended Its flood relief
measure to include the protection of
levees on the Ohio as well as on the
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Mississippi rivers. The relief took
the form of an amendment to the $350.- - Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave.
000 appropriation.
Anxiety Over Flood Situation.
Memphis, Tenn., April 8. Anxiety
over the Mississippi flood situation
centered ln the threatened reaches
along the Arkansas and North Louisi
Oak or Maple Floor Laid,
ana river shores today. The trend of
or Furniture Repaired,
the flood Is shown in the report of th
Mission Furniture Made
river stages, which shows that the
to Order, Screen Doors or
had
receded
one
Mississippi
foot and
Windows, Glazing: Done,
two tenths at Memphis, and had risen
or any General House Reone foot and one tenth at Vicksburg
pairing:, Tar and Gravel
this forenoon.
South of Memphis, there were minor
Roofing, see
breaks in the embankments protecting
the Arkansas shores and while these
crevasses temporarily relieve the
strain upon the Hensas and Yazoo
CARPENTER
dikes, yet the water hourly works
back Into the main current. In Missis Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.
sippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana villa
ALSO AGENT FOB THE
ges behind the levees alarm over the
oncoming crest
spreading and hun- - Burch Awning the Best Awning Made

Tailored Hats
and Flowers

MISS

S.

MUGLER,

DRESSES.

One-Pie-

All Serge Dresses, Prices

ce

Ranging from
To Suit Your

$4.00 to $15.00

Pocket Book

New Mannish Shirt Waists in a great
variety of colors are sure to appeal to the lady wish-into secure both QUALITY AND COMFORT.

g

k

W. N. TOWNSEND
Agent for the

ROYAL TAILORS.

CO.

HONEST PRICES

s

X

'pring Is With Us

'A

We have the FASHIONABLE DRESSES
and COATS for the season. Come in and
look them over. An immense line of fine
EMBROIDERIES. Our GINGHAMS can-no- t

K

be beat anywhere.
w

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

DRY

GOODS

CO.

S,

INSURANCE

FIRE

FIRE

That Threeacre Tract is worth
investigating, which costs you
nothing. Better ask about it NOW

n

m

2

c

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

z
o
ra

LIABILITY

KAUNE

8

GO.

Wh$re prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

STRICTLY NEW
In

it we have a Full
Selection

of

the

JIST

RECEIVED,

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

GUM FURNITURE

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Buff Orpingtons

Eggs for Hatching.

$1.50H3Egqs
for Hatching

$2.00

tor II

When You Want Any

THE

JAMES

C. McCONVERYll

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

EGGS

MANSFIELD

H.

WORK RETURNED

GO.

USE

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Oculists' Prescription.

a

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Next Door to Postoffice.

EAST LAsVeGAS, N. M.

WHITE DRESSES,
GINGHAM

Massaging,

,000

FUNERAP DIRECTORS

SEND THEM TO

Aprons.

r

"e

Grim-mell-

C. vYONTZ. "aS".f

66-6-

All-Ove-

three-cours-

MULLIGAN RISING,
License Numbers,

Spring Wash Dresses and

New

,

YOU BUY HERE

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Every Description.
Silverware, Cut Glass, Decorated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

secure dependable

W

i

H. S. KAUNE

JEWELRY!

-

1

1

p. o. Box, 219

mm
t

RICHEST PROFUSION

have just arrived and
are now on display in a
very great variety of
new patterns and prices.
These goods are bought direct from the importer at
the right prices, and we will
assure you we exercised
great care and pains to

j

i

BROS. COMPANY,

Flouncings

!N

.:

insur-anee,:ne-

Prices, $15.00 to $25.00

SEUGNl

Beeding s

"

ZXB

,.

New Embroideries,

...

Incorporated

DRESSES

complete stock in

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

STEPHENS. Cashier,

1856.

A--

our
and
trimmed
large display
hats, patterns, shapes, etc.

a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited

. &.

w
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querque yesterday. He will return to
I .. . .
V.
M1USL
til IV llic
the capital tomorrow evening. AlbuPERSONAL MENTION
querque Herald.
Dr. J. B. Gray, the physician of El
Paso, is in the city to attend the meet- FASHIONABLE MILLIN"And now you have come when there's ing of the examining board today at
none to say nay,
the county court house. He is a guest ERY. Come
see
For all those I loved have long passed at the Montezuma.
of
A. G. Kellogg, a banker of Yokaho-ma- ,
away ;
And the riches I gained, and the honJapan, and Mrs. Kellogg, arrived
ors I prized,
in the city Saturday evening and left
Have turned into haubles and gew-- ! the city for the Stevenson ranch in the
gaws despised.
Espanola Valley this momig.
jFor you Tve long waited, and sighed
Judge E. C. Abbott was summoned
for the end,
j
tff Las Cruces last evening to hold
125 Palace Ave.
And I welcome you now, as host wel-- I
court for Judge E. L. Midler, who was
comes friend."
to El Paso, where Mrs. Medler
The old man s head sank low on his called
undergoes an operation today.
dreds of villagers and farmers have
breast,
Leslie' Gillett, mineral inspector fled to the high lands.
For his lips had welcomed his soul's
for the general laud office, returned
last guest, E. H. Purcell.
Villagers Flee.
from the southern nan of the state
Baton Rouge, La., April S. Citizens
$'
W. J. Eaton is a visitor from Clay- jot two towns m Louisiana have beiu. nasi come flood refugees in the last twen
ton, Union county.
ZZ
Mrs. Bergere will be at home to-hours, the crevasse in the
R L 0rmsbw. ,Wrk to the
west bank of the Atchafalaya river
f the State
in Santa Fe!
Wtentory
'
turned home today after taking part Saturday night having forced those
sL'h
a
, T
living in Elliott City and Lottie to
in the sacred concert in the Presby- desert
business trip. He will return in a
their homes. The water alterian
church
last night. Albuquerhas inundated Elliott Ci'y and is
ready
day or two.
que Herald.
General C. F. Easley will leave this
moving toward Lottie, between Baton
R. L. D. McAllister, of the Albuweek for Excelsior Springs, Missouri,
Rouge and the river. No loss of life
querque Journal, arrived in the city has been reported.
to join Mrs. Easley.
Mrs. J. H. Herzstein, of Albuquer-- last evening and registered at the Pal1,000 Are Starving.
ace. He will represent the journal
que, stopped over a day in Santa Fe
Memphis, Tenn., April S. One thouthe
remainder
of
during
the legisla- sand famished persons are marooneil
on her way to Antrmito.
Charles Bishop, who has been very tive session.
by the flood on mounds, house
tops,
Hon. H. O. Bursum came
ill at his home on Federal Place, is
down and in a church at Wyanoke, Ark.,
from
Santa Fe Sunday and has been according to Mayor Crump of Mem-- i
reported much improved.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New attending to private business here phis, who returned here today after;
Mexico mounted police, returned from during the week. Mr. Bursuni will re- an inspection twelve miles south of
a trip to Estancia last evening.
turn to the Capital City the first of Memphis.
H. B. Warner, a civil engineer of next week. Socorro Chieftain.
Boats were sent to their rescue. The
Mrs. Howell Earnest entertained in refugees in the church
Albuquerque, is a visitor in the city
built up safety
her honor, a few of the old friends stages of pews as the
and a guest at the Montezuma.
waters rose.
of Mrs. R. P. Ervien Monday after- Three
O. J. Durand and D. M. Scott,
n
Mississippi
river steamers
noon.
refreshments
were
servLight
of Albuquerque,
reached Memphis
went to
ed. Those' present were Mesdames dreds of homeless today carrying hunLas Vegas in a motor car yesterday.
persons from the
ox,
bchroeder, .Marsh, Eaton, Gran- flood swept lands of Arkansas in the
Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for
Modoc territory.
the Santa Fe road, has returned from ville, Clark, Eklund and Wamsley.
a short trip to Kansas City
Many of these report loss of life in
Las Ve- Clayton Citizen.
Judge C. R. Brice surprised his several small towns that were inungas Optic.
Dr. J. D. Lowrey, the physician of friends in Carlsbad, Sunday night, by dated when the
embankment was
Silver City, is in the city to ettend the dropping in on them from his tempor- breached. There is no chance to veri- meeting of the Board of Health and ary home in Houston. He comes w C such reports, but it is generally be-- !
aitena to important cases betore tnei lieved there have been fatalities in
Medical Examiners.
Mrs. H. B. Hening and baby came 1,resent term of the dist"ct court. Hei Philips county, Arkansas.
stl" clalms his reslteD,'e in Carlsbad,
up from Albuquerque on Saturday to
and .expects tomoTe 1,atk so"'e
EASTER AT ST.
join Mr. Henimr secretary of the bn-in me inn.
JOHN'S M. E. CHURCH,
in .imige is looiiing
reau of immigration.
well, and says there is no
like
v iiutu oiflica
oilmen o.. hls old honle ln r, rlsbad andplace
iicj
no peo Much Enjoyed Musicale Program Givh
nviR returns tv,i .ft
en in Afternoon by the
business trip of several days to Santa pie better than those here. He will
remain here during this term of
Choir.
Fe.Las Vegas Optic.
court. Carlsbad Argus.
Owing to the unexpected illness of
Dr. and Mrs. E. McQueen Gray of
The Ladies club met Friday after- the Rev. J. M. Shinier, of the St.
Albuquerque were guests yesterday of
noon at the home of Mrs. Van Stone. John's Methodist
Episcopal
Church,
Judge and Mrs. W. H. Pope at 307
Bridge was the amusement of the aft- the Easter program as published
East Palace avenue.
Dr. John Pearce, president of the ernoon, although the program was could not be adhered to. The only
State Board of Health and Medical varied a little by the telling of for- morning service was the Sabbath
tunes and, as the seer predicted a School. The musical part of the EasExaminers, arrived in the city yestermarriage in the near future for one ter program was given at 7:45 o'clock
day and is a guest at the Palace.
nd was much enjoyed by the
Juan Navarro of Mora, a member of of the members, th ladies are curioslarge
the state house of representatives. ity itself as to who the lucky man will number who attended. The church
be.
At
half
four
Mrs.
Van
was
past
decorated with beautiful Easter
Stone,
came in from Santa Fe last night
and went to Mora today. Las Vegas assisted by little Miss Kathryn and lilies" smilax and evergreens.
The
Master Tom Van Stone and Mrs.
,
following was the musical program:
Optic.
e
served a dainty
lunCharles Ufeld will leave Monday
Organ Prelude Cantilene
for New York, from which port he cheon, after which the ladies departed,
Tritant
expects to sail' soon for France where voting Mrs. Van Stone, as usual, a
Hymn 107.
he will join Mrs. Ilfeld. Las Vegas delightful hostess Estancia News.
Anthem, "Behold God Is My Salvation."
Optic.
c. Austin Miles
Mrs. S. A. Goldsmith and Miss Ruth
FLOOD WATERS SUBSIDING.
Responisve Reading Friday's
Ellis, of Antonito, Colorado, passed
Sadness.
(Continued fcrom rage One.)
through the city yesterday on their
Male Quartette "While
the Years
way to Estancia where they will visit
Roll By
E. M. Herndon
was
30.4
river
sissippi
relatives.
feet here to
Responsive Reading Sunday's
Dr. Paul Beirmaster, a physician of day, a slight fall in 24 hours but the
Gladness.
Alamogordo, is in the city to attend water is still above the danger line. Anthem, "This Is the Day"
At Hannibal the river was 19. feet,
the meeting of the physicians of the
S. C. Cooke
state today. He is stopping at the six feet above the flood stage. No
Notices followed by Offertory.
has
been
great damage
Montezuma.
reported from
Address "Earter and Human
Dr. A. A. Sanford, the physician of any point north of here.
Welfare."
The
United
sesDeStates
Engineers'Tucumcari, is in Santa Fe for the
Anthem, "Hosanna"
sions of the Board of Health and Med- partment steamer Xokomis. towing a
Granier Adams
ical Examiners.
He is registered at steel barge loaded with 300 tons of
and
provisions,
for
tents,
Montezuma.
the
the
forage
ROOSEVELT AGAINST
Mike Stanton, manager of the Elks' flood sufferers in Missouri, Kentucky,
CANADIAN RECIPROCITY.
and
Tennessee,
departed today in (By Special Loused Wire to New Mexican)
theater in Santa Fe, motored to Albu- charge of Captain Walter Erwin.
Mttoon, III., April 8. Colonel RooseThe supplies were taken from the
store nouses of the commissary de- velt put himself on record today a3
directly opposed to President Taft on
partment on orders from the adjutant the
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
subject of reciprocity. He declarat
general
Washington.
ed he would never sanction the
Of the 300 tons, more than 170 tons
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
of such a measure as the
are forage for the animals which are Canadian
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads
bill, passed by
reciprocity
facial lines, absolutely removed. All reported starving in the flooded dis- Congress last year.
tricts. The consignment
kinds of hair work done.
includes
130,000 pounds of hay, 40 barrels of
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
343 San Francisco St. crude petroleum,
Phone 5075
forty barrels of
lime, 260 tents, 2,000 blankets and
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WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE
CERR1LLOS

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Lump

Smithicg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Tur8
Telephone

vS?Puof

CAPITAL COAL YARD.V

85

FIRST-CLAS- S

Telephone 85

HACK SERVICE.

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

Steam Coal.')

Buggiet and Saddle Horses:::

THEODORE

Phone Black 132.

COR RICK,

-

Prop'r
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The Medical Adviser by R. V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo,
N. Y., answers hosts of delicate questions about which
every woman, single or married ought to know. Sent free
on receipt of 31 stamps to pay for wrapping and mailing only.
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of Utica, Ohio. Route 4. "The doctors told me 1 would have to
this winter
go to a hospital before 1 would ever be better. A year atro
and spring 1 was worse than ever before. At each period 1 sutfered like
one in torment, I am the mother of six children. 1 was so bad for
five months that I knew something must be done, so I wrote to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, tolling him as nearly as I could how 1 sulfared. He outlined a
course of treatment which I followed ' to the letter. I took two bottles
of ' Favorite Prescription ' and one of Golden Medical Discovery ' and a
fifty-ceand have never suffered much since.
bottle of "Smart-Weed- .'
I wish I could tell every suffering woman the world over what a boon
Dr. Pierce s medicines are. There is no use wasting time and money
doctoring with anything else or any one else."
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TConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
'Daily except Saturday.
jDaily except Sunday.
a. m.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
L. C. WHITE.
G. P. Agent.
V. P. G M.,
Superintendent.
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Colonist Fares

i

TO
Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Points

FROM
All Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

Mex-larg-

ON SALE DAILY

March 1st to April 15th

inter-Angele-

LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

MANY ORDERS TO SELL
MAY WHEAT RECEIVED

Hotel Arrivals

ARE HELPLESS

EASIER OA!

8, 1912.

PROFESSIONAL

AS

CHILDREN

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

When Taken Suddenly

III
Here is a
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Safeguard
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
Big, strong man is as a helpless inRooms
fant when he is suddenly ill.
Capital City Bank Building,
The sturdiest chap in town usually
Santa Fe, New Mexico
loses his
and is utterly
Assistant District Attorney, Firai
unable to regard his condition with Judicial District
the common sense that characterizes
actions.
his every-daHOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-nt-LaFor example: He comes home tired,
Practice In tie Distrl t Court a
eats a heavy dinner and sits down to
read and smoke away a quiet evening. well as before the Supreme Court o
Suddenly he notices a weight on his the termor.
New Mexlee.
stomach; then sharp pains around his uh Cruces,
heart, and a feeling of suffocation.
G. W. PRICHARD
Thoughts of "heart disease" rush over
him, and in his agony he fears the
Attorney and Counsellor a: Law
worst.
Practice in all the District Court'
His trouble was acute indigestion, and gives special attention to cases
brought on by overloading his tired before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offics: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fa. N. M.
stomach.
A pnnnlfi nf Rexall DvsneDsia Tab- CHAS. W. G. WARD,
lets might haye given him relief-gre- eted
District Attorney for Fourth Judicial
might' nave gaved him hourg of suffer.
District.
jng
New Msxlco,
CarTV ,
nze of RexaU nysnen- - las Vegas,
gia Tabets in your vest pocket or
HARRY D. MOULTON
keep them in your Toom. Take one
after acn neavy mal and ward off
Common-Sens-

e

17-1- 8

Early Mass at Cathedral
Impressive Draws
Large Crowds

l,

y

SIX

HUNDRED

COMMUNED

Services at Presbyterian Church
at Sunrise Were Beautiful.

With the rays of the early morning
sun filtering through the church win- dows upon palms, Easter lillies and
uuier uiusauius uuuiveu ntgu ui uie
chancel, early morning worshippers
in the First Presbyterian Church were
by a vision of Easter lovliness.
Despite the early morning hour, the
church was well filled and the service
proved impressive and inspiring in its
and simplicity. From the opening hymn:

(From the Santa Fe Daily New Mexican of April 8, 1887.)
An enthusiastic meeting of citizens tne Most Rev. J. B. Salpointe
at Albuquerque resolved to incorpo- - were kindly introduced
his grace
rate the Durango & Albuquerque rail- - mto
The coec.
thg cnur,Q museum
roaa ana to piace a corps oi survey- tion of
paintings is at this time very
ors in the field at once. Liberal sub
interesting and contains a number of
road
were
and
the
pledged
scriptions
master pieces several of which date
will be finished by 1SS9.
A
from the seventeenth century.
Cardinal Taschereau declares that
re- been
of
statues
also
number
have
"LTv.; rrVif c rf
on
rt
mo
ova
tha
th
J ohAr
6
rrTif ' anrl trn n Klrt vn nn PT1 Ilt Till.
category with the Free Masons and
that they could not be approved by to the fast increasing number of those
the church.
now under glass in the cabinet. Six
J. A. Carruth of Las Vegas is a handsome
paintings from Old Mexico
guest at the Hotel Capital.
will be placed in position at the earl- Hon. N. B. Laughlin is showing iest poSsible moment. It is the inten-CleBull, an Iowa capitalist over tion of nis grace t0 nave a suitable
the city.
hall constructed to shelter these val- The first thing our home people uable mementoes of the historical,
know some eastern capitalist will religious and archaeological past of
come along here and discover what New Mexico and preserve them for
big money there is in providing Santa future generations. The archbishop
Fe with a fine opera house.
placed his visitors under many obliga- L. C. Fort of Las Vegas is in Santa tions by his courteous kindness. After
Fe, and says the Capital City people taking leave of his grace, the three
deserve credit for the enterprise they visitors wended their way to the
have displayed in pushing the arte- - archiepiscopal residence of the most
Rev. J. B. Lamy, who gave his guests
sian well enterprise.
Five thousand sightseers and tour- - the opportunity of visiting, examining
ists visited Santa Fe during the past and admiring his famous gardens that
e
year and the number will be fully as are a living testimony that New
this year. The first Raymond ico can in every rospect compete in
& Whit comb New England excursion fruits and flowers 'Kith California or
will arrive on April 2S.
the rest of the east in abundance of
s
The fame of Santa Fe's flowers be- - product and quality of fruit. After
to spread. Gardener Elster today periencing the kindest welcome from
received an order for flowers
from the most reverend gentleman his
Mexico, and Mr. Boyle has itors took a reluctant leave from him,
s
just filled several orders from Los fully satisfied that of the many
of
and Denver.
of
the
the
features
holy
city
esting
C. L. Jackson and M. W. Browne faith the least was not the museum
Bullion
and the
editor during their and archiepiscopal gardens and or- recent visit to Santa Fe called upon chard. Socorro Bulletin.
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OFFICES-RAT- ON

'Read Down)

these unhappy
lives,
large percentage
unhappy
homes are due to the illness of the wife, mother or daughter. The feelings of
the pale and wrinkled face, hollow
nervousness, the befogged mind, the
and circled eyes, result most often from those disorders peculiar to women. Fcr
she must naturally have good health.
the woman to be hannv and
Dragging-dowor constantly returning pains and
feelings, hysteria,
aches are too great a drain upon a woman s vitality and strength. Ur. rierce s
Favorite Prescription restores weak and sick women to sound health by regulating and correcting the local disorders which are generally responsible for the
above distressing symptoms.
" I suffered greatly for a number of years and for the past three
years was so bad that life was a misery to me," writes MR3. B. F.

Company

Railway

FE.

TIICV MARRIED?
HAPPY
of
but a
There are
married

St. Louis Rocky fit. &
Pacific

SAJTTA

"Holy,

holy, Holy,"

accompanied

i

.

by

the soft tones of the pipe organ, to the
benediction pronounced by the Pas-tor, Rev. B. Z. McCullough, afte' the
congregation had partaken of the un- leavened bread and the unfermented
the service was one long to be
remembered. Tbe brief and eloquent
sermon was based upon the sublimely
Easter
beautiful,
straightforward
story as told in the Gospel of Saint
Marc. Before Communion, two per- sons were baptized, five were admic- ted on confession of faith and seven
letter. Rev. F. L. Schaub assisted
TVe usual forenoon
in the services.
and evening services were held and
a large congregation each time.
evening servic. was in part a Sa-cred Concert, greatly enjoyed by mu-sic lovers.

Attornev-at-L-

inajgestion

1

Rexa
DyspePsia Tablets relieve
glo:naca tTOubS by aiding nature to
BUpply tnose elements, the absence of
which in tbe gastric juices causes
digestlon and dyspepsia. They tend to
ai(J the gtomach t0 digest all kinds of
food and t0 qulckiy convert it into rich
re(j bood
We know what Rexall Dyspepsia
Tabtetg are and what tney wm do. We
guarantee them to relieve indigestion
and dyspsia. if they fail, we will
fund your money,
Three gizS 2 cents 50 cents an(j
Sold ony at our stores or
?1 00
mai
Remember, you can obtain Rex-Thall Remedies in this community only
at our store The Rexall Store. The
FiSCher Drug Co., 232 San Francisco

Santa Fe, N. II.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
McKEAN & CHEETHAM.
Attorneys-at-Law-

re-b- y

'

e

1
1

j

The following were admitted: By Street.
baptism and confession of faith, Mrs.'
Gretta Llewellyn Hoover and Ruth from sin and death, but also from ev- Jane Abbott; by confession of faith, ery yoke; and that God is always on
having been baptized in childhood, the side of the weak and the oppressOharles Franklin Easley, Helen Moore ed. The offering was about ?3(, bat
Walter, Dorothy M. Walter, John K. will probably amount to a third more
S. Walter, Margaret J. McBride;
by, when all the boxes are returned.
certificate, Mrs. Alvan N. White from! At the morning service three gifts
the First Presbyterian church of Sil- - for the altar were used for the first
ver City; Professor and Mrs. Freder- - time. A burse and vail, made of
ick Snyder, First Presbyterian church white satin and beautifully embroid- of Phoenix, Arizona; Judge and Mrs. ered by Mrs. R. J. Palen, and a
William H: Pope from the First Pres- - handsome fine linen veil, embroid- byterian church of Roswell; George ered by Mrs. Wm. B. Prince.
from
W. Hoover,
the Methodist
church at Belle Plaine, Iowa; John Al- - new YORK REPUBLICANS
exander Lowe from the Second Pres- GATHER AT ROCHESTER.
byterian church of Derry, Ireland;
Mrs. Lizzie Jane Scott of the First pul
Boom for Renomination of
Vice President James S. SherPresbyterian church of Monmouth,

Chas. R. Easley
Chaa. F. Easley.
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tba courts and befors
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
branch Office Est
Santa Fe, N.
cia, N. M.
H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts )
the Territory.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
,-

MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
Public Stenographer
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Phone Red 162.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER-

TISE?

.

Illinois.

Cathedral.

.

Practice in all the Courts and Bt
fore the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,

Tell your story to
2,000,000

Readers

'or

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertisement in 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Deman to Be Sprung.
scriptive circular FREE.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rochester, N. Y., April 8. With the THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
arrival of William Barnes, Jr., chair-terdaAGENCY,
man of the state committee, and the
Taos, New Mexico.
advance guard of the delegates to the
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Republican state convention, tomor-sonrow, which is to elect four delegates-vices- ,
Dentist
to the national convention,
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
contnere began
a
and &io
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
lerences inai conunuea inruugnoui Phone Red 6.
tbe day '
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
..The drafting of the piatform will
And by Appointment
s
be accomplished after the most
ful consideration and discussion,"
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
said Mr Barnes. "That is the
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washingtoi
n?ss 0f the convention tomorrow."
j
As to the instruction of delegates to Ave. next door to Public Library.
the Chicago convention, that will be Office Jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
determined by the delegates at the 2 ti
p. lai. Evenings.
Lieuten- convention on Wednesday.
Phone Black 47.
ants of Chairman Barnes made it
known that an uninstructed delega-an- d
tion was t0 be desired but Samuel S.
Koenig, chairman of the New York RESIDENCE,
DON CASPAR
founty committee, was active today
AVE
to
endeavor
the
have
delegates
!n

The beautiful and impressive Easter
Palace.
Price Broke More Than Two Cents a
services began at the Cathedral yes- M.
H.
Denver.
McGrew,
Bushel But Market Rallied
with the Communion Mass at 7
T. W. Kivilin, Boston.
Later in the Day.
o'clock when communion was admin- H. B. Reed, Denver.
istered to more than six hundred per- A. A. Davis, Farmlngton.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Although this was the first ser- B. B. de Crevecouer, City.
Chicago, 111., April 8. An unusual
almost
thirty five hundred per-E. McQueen Gray and Mrs. Gray,
number of orders to sell May wheat
sons attended.
Albuquerque.
today broke the price more than two
Amid the gleam of myriads of lights
Melvin Reed, Denver.
cents a bushel. At the decline, sell
and
and the perfume of
R. L. D. McAllister, Albuquerque.
ers withdrew, and the market rallied.
Pontificial
Mrs.
colored
the
many
flowers,
Hening,
Albuquerque.
The opening varied from
to c
Mrs. A. G. Kellogg, Yokahoma, Ja
was celebrated at 9:30 o'clock
to 103
up. May started at 103
His Grace, the Most Reverend
pan.
by
to
103
touched
off,
unchanged
A. G. Kellogg, Yokahoma, Japan.
Pitival. The great Cathe- and then fell to 101
but recovered
E. Hodges, Minneapolis.
John
was
crowded
to its capacity by
dral
to 103. Meanwhile, the range for
James Mills, Roswell.
worshippers who came reverently io
July did not exceed
Thomas Cooney, Glenwood.
attend the anniversary of the resur- Closing prices were steady with
C. S. Hill, Denver.
rection of Jesus Christ.
and July 97
net
May 103
E. C. W'illey, Denver.
The Very Reverend Father Antonio
and
losses respectively of
'P. MacGillam, New York City.
Fourchegu with Father Bobst, deacon,
A. A. Young, French.
assist- Father Barrat,
W. J. Eaton, Clayton.
Corn suffered from lack of support.
in
ed
service.
Father
the
Dougherty
Dr.
D.
J.
at
a
off
shade to
May opened
Jones, Chicago.
and Father Estveldt accompanied the
G. J. Butler, Denver.
76
to 77c and dropped to 76
archbishop. Father Deraches was the
R. L. Cook, Kansas City, Mo.
The close was steady at 76
for
and he preached. mructed for Taft
master of ceremonies
Felix
of
a
decline
Martin,
net.
Albuquerque.
.
May
Besides United States Senator Elihu
and in
sermon
a
short
in
English
Dr.
John
Commission houses and local spec
Pearce, Albuquerque.
Root, Vice President James S.
end
of
At
the
the
service,
Dr.
F.
J.
Reid, Raton.
m
wm.am Barn
ulators made a determined bear raid
and Nicho.
His Grace, the Archbishop, gave he
E. A. Mann, Albuquerque.
on oats. May started unchanged to
M
B
of the
president
for
the ColumWa
Papal benedictwn. The music
George T. Albright, Albuquerque.
a sixteenth up at 56
to 561-2- ,
the names of
Unlver8ltyf
Dr. W. E. Kaser, Las Vegas.
service was furnished by the Cathe- former
and sagged to 56
or B. B. 0dell Jr., of
S. Spitz, City.
dral choir consisting of the following: Newburgh, William Berri, of
A decline
at the yards carried
,
Loli-C.
F.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Bernard
Abreu,
down provisions.
Spitz, City.
Initial sales ran
lyn and E H Buter of Buffalo have
ta Chapman, Miss Mary Sena, Miss been put forward
from Saturday night's close to 15c
delegates at
Pauline Knight, Miss Juanita Sena and large.
below, with July delivery 17.45 for
Montezuma.
for lard, and 9.70 to
Mrs. L. Gutierrez; Altos, Miss Helen
P. R. Wadsworth, Dulce.
a boom for the renomination of
pork; 9.92
9.721-for ribs.
Dr. W C. Wycke, Dulce.
Alire, Miss Amelia Sena, Miss Pilar James S. Sherman for vice president,
Frank Staplin and Mrs. Staplin and Delgado, Miss Lina Lorenzo; tenors, is expected this afternoon when a del- Snow Every Day Rain or snow is son, city.
J D. Sena, Julius Muralter; bass, Al - egation from Utica is to arrive.
A. J. Evans. Elida.
predicted tonight and tomorrow with
J. Wr. Stockard, Roswell.
rising temperature. While yesterday
Chapman; leader, Brother Fabian. The SUPREME COURT REFUSES
J. P. White, Roswell.
REHEARING IN PATENT CASE.
dawned clear, by midnight one fiftieth
following were the masses sung:
W. J. Lacey, Chicago.
of an inch of snow had fallen. The
Farmer's Kyrie, Gloria and Agnus Dei;
Mrs. S. A, Goldsmith, Antonito.
maximum shade temperature yesterPeter s Credo and Sanctus in D, and By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
8. Re- Ruth Ellis, Antonito.
Washington, D. C, April
Lambillote's Resina Cceli.
day was 49 degrees and maximum sun
J. R. Tucker, Farmington.
"Patent Mon- At 3 o'clock, the Sacrament of can- - hearing of the
temperature 75 degrees. The miniJ. B. Chase, Salt Lake.
mum temperature was 2S degrees, and
firmation was administered to moie opoly" mimeograph case was today
H. B. Warner, Albuquerque.
fusei &y the supreme court of the
the relative humidity was down to 32
two hundred children
M. A. Castle, New York City.
per cent last evening.
at the Church of Holy Faith. United States.
Easter
S. Love, New York City.
The Church of the Holy Faith was
B. Logan, Denver.
ONE WAY OUT.
to the doors at the 11 o'clock
packed
S. Harris, Albuquerque.
ANOTHER MURDER
X
The
service yesterday morning.
E. G. Spinney, Denver.
IN UNION COUNTY. X
A Resident of Santa Fe Shows ths
handsome bmldine never looked more
A. G. Hebgen, San Francisco.
A coroner's jury held an in- - X
X
Way.
beautiful; the chancel being elabo- X
Mrs. J. H. Herzstein, Albuquerque
quest
Thursday afternoon on X
with
and
decorated
rately
tastefully
Dr. J. G. Moir, Deming.
X the body of W. M. Mackey, who X
Only one way to cure a bad back,
ivy, ferns and many beautiful flowers,
killed by a X
Liniment and plasters may relieve Dr. J. D. Lowery, Silver City.
while the altar with its embroidered X was supposedly
L. Baca, Pena Blanca.
It;
and clusters of white carna- X horse kicking him on th head. X
hangings
Dr. Paul Beirmaster, Alamogordo.
X The verdict was that he came X
tions completed the picture.
They won't cure it.
Dr. J. B. Gray, El Paso.
Backache means sick kidneys.
The music was perfectly rendered X to his death by blows on the X
M. W. McHugh, Albuquerque.
Very X
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad
of X head cause unknown.
by the choir under the direction
Lee Reinhardt, St. Louis.
X suspicious circumstances point X
Mrs. Coard.
kidneys.
F. M. Byrne, Denver.
Santa Fe people back them up.
The Rev. John Wr. Heal preached an X to his having been murdered X
G. J. Butler, Denver.
X and the boy who was working
X
Read a case of it:
earnest,
thoughtful sermon on the
Hilaria Baca, Delgado St., Santa W. G. Smith, Pecos.
of the resurrection, showing X. on his place will be put under X
power
L. F. Hardy, Texarkana.
how it is the pledge of the final X arrest today. The story told X
Fe, N. Mex., says: "About two and a
X
half years ago I gave a public statetriumph of good. "The ultimate vic- X by this boy does not correspond X
ment telling of my experience with
Coronado.
tory is assured," he said. "That is X with the story told by Mackey's X
wife who is totally blind and X
J. R. Ortiz, Park View.
Dona's Kidney
Pills.
the splendid revelation of Easter. He
They comJose Martinez, Espanola.
who was raised up the third day leads X helpless. Clayton Enterprise.
pletely rid me of pains In my back
Grover M. Plen, Espanola.
which had troubled me off and on for
a slowly, but surely conquering army, XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Al Kearney, City.
Wrhen I stooped or brought
months.
and one day the banner of the cross
Benito Martinez, San Juan.
a strain on my loins, I suffered more
will float triumphant over a redeemed
Frank Smith, City.
world.'' In the afternoon the childseverely and there were various
other difficulties which convinced me Antonio Tobias, City.
ren's Easter festival was held, when
Pedro Sandoval, City.
that my trouble came from disordered
the young people presented their Len- TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
James Gordon, City.
I finally used Doan's Kid
ten mite. Boxes which contained their
kidneys.
J. J. Kennedy, Gallup.
ney Pills and they brought prompt
offering for the church's missionary KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
J. W. Hunt, Comanche, Okla.
relief.
I continued taking them and
Ag!'" th? ?USjC W.aS insPirlnS'i RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
K. G. Hunt, Comanche, Okla.
It was not long before every symptom
being joined in by the child-- !
of trouble had disappeared."
ren's voices. Mr. Real made a short KU3NEYS INFLAMMATION of the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
address on the deliverance of the BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
Heavy Wool Shipment
P. O. Pilon shipped 26,000 pounds children of Tsreal from Egypt, saying' IRREGULARITIES.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
A positive boon ta
New York, sole agents for the United of wool last week from Aztec.
He that the significance of the event was
will have more later. Mr. Pilon is that it showed God to be the great! MIDDLE AGED MdELDERLY
States.
Remember the name Doan's End: one of the heaviest wool shippers of liberator of mankind that It is His rEOPLE and for WOMEN,
aI "I
the Blanco section. Aztec Index.
take no other.
will that His children be free, not only1
ariujgisu.
y

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

multi-scente-

West Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United State War Department as "Distinguished Instltu-tlon.- "
Army officers detailed by Wai

The

it

Ten

buildings,

c

8

2

Sher-Spam-

E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
3. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

REGENTS

Brook-soprano-

Superintendent

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Remov
ing His Business to New Mexico.

,

am arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
t.tipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
I

W. DeCLOW.

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
Jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship Jacks from Cedar Rap-Idla, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c corresponding rates.
s,

2

CALIFORNIA
FROM

$25.00

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th,

1912,

Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY SANTA FE AGENT FOR
PARTICULARS.

H.S.LUTZ,

Aft,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.
March 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Encar-nasio- n
Gonzales of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, who on October 12, 1906
made Homestead Entry, No. 10107
S
NW
NE
(07S70), for S
Section 3, Township 18 N., Range
10 E., N. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Fiv Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
The Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the j ith day of April, 1912.

SANTA FE.N.M.

Claimant names as witnesses: Rafael Montoye, Anadeto Contreros, Ana3-taciPacheco and Macario Jimengs,
all of Santa Fe, New Mexico.

o

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register,

JtS$$S$$SSSS$X$S(

Foley Kidney Pills

1,T,

;

Foster-Milbur-

J. M. DIAZ,

Phone, 220 Red

OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M-

TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
f

2

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

TO

DR.

2

ca-

Rates

a

c

throughly

Colonist

8

2

furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to all respects.

For particulars and Illustrated
talogues address:

d

care-Mas-

2

Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 37u0
feet above sea level, sunshine every
clay, but little rain or snow during tha
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
colleges.

Pl".

i

The following arc the time tables
the local railroads:
"A. T. & 6. f. Ry."

Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

p.

12.10

m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
conect with No 1 westbound and No.
2

eastbound.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 1
eastbound.

Returning arrive at Santa

Fe at

8:35 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 8: B8 P. ra. to connect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
P. m.

Passengers fcr me Belen cut-of- t
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:20 p. m. instead of 7:20
as heretoror !. Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r- - in. Instead of
buquerque
2:20 a. m.
D. & ft. a. Ky.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or norti.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from aorth.
New cx)co central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
I east and 1 south and west
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east

FOR SALE A lot of .second hand,
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shaft'i
ing; one 12 horse power and one
horse power Leffel Engine, 3rst clas
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pas? id upon by"
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these items will be Bold cheap
if taken at once. If inteTijsteil ad-pany, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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APRIL 8, 1912.
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STRIKE SETTLEMENT
STIMULATES

STOCK MARKET.

TAFT INSISTS

Pennsylvania Advanced to Best Price
in Almost a Year.. Close
Irregular.

SEEK

Of!

The

Says Work

of Department
Agriculture Must Go On.

LABORS

FOR

of

CONSERVATION

Far Reaching Legislation Administered
by Scientists of Rank Brings Good
Results to Tillers of Soil
Food and

Drugs Act Upheld to the Letter.

points.

Bonds were irregular. Sharp declines in the general market resulted
from a drive against United States
to
steel, which dropped from 73
71
Reactions equally severe occurred in Union Pacific, Reading, Lehigh Valley, amalgamated copper and
American smelting. Speculative interest abated late in the afternoon and
the important stocks hardly moved
either way.
The market
closed
irregular.
StrMigth in the copper group did not
prevent recessions in other leaders,
especially Union Pacific, Reading and
United States steel, all of which sold
at the lowest. Rock Island Common
and Preferred jumped npward and Lehigh Valley touched its highest point
of the day. These movements
were
evidently designed to facilitate distribution of stock.
8

MAKKETKEPORT
Closing Quotations.
New York, April 8 Call money,
3
silprime paper, 4
Mexican dollars, 47; copver, 58
per, 15.37
tin, 43.00
43.35; lead, 4.304.40; amalgamated.
82
sugar, 129; Atchison, 109
Great Northern, 135
New York
Northern
Pacific.
Central, 113
ex div.; Reading,
123
104
Southern Pacific ( 114
Union Pa
cific, 174
steel, pfd.,
steel, 72
113

Metal Market.
St. Louis, Mo., April 8. Lead weak
4:15; Spelter strong 6.75.
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., April 8. Wool mar
ket steady; territory and western mediums 16gl8c; fine mediums 15igl7;
fine 1015c.
Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, 111., April S. Wheat May,
103
July, 97
Corn May, 76
July, 75
Oats May, 5G; July, 50;
May,
17.05.

Pork May, 7.05.
Lard, May', '9.77
Ribs May, 9.52
Chicago.
April

Cattle Re
ceipts 21,000. Market slow, generally
Texas
steady. Beeves $5.40i8.65;
steers $4.505.90;
western, steers
stockers and feeders
$5.40(736.85:
$4.25&6-60cows and heifers $2.60
6.70; calves $5.75S.50.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 44,000.
slow, 5c under Saturday's average.
Light 7.557.95; mixed $7.608;
heavy $7.608; rough $7.607.75;
pigs $5.257.50; bulk of sales $7.80
Chicago,

111.,

8.

;

7.95.

Market
Sheep
Receipts 19,000.
strong to shade higher. Native $4.50
6.50; western $4.507.10; yearlings
western
$5.757; lambs $5.75(5-7.80$6.258.20.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., April 8. Cattle
Receipts 5,000 including 300 southerns
Market steady. Native steers $6
8.50; southern steers $5.507.50;
southern cows and heifers $3.506;
native cows and heifers $3.507.10;
stockers and feeders
$4.756.75;
bulls $4.256; calves $58.25; western steers $5.758; western cows
;

$3.506.

Hogs
Receipts .6,000. Market
steady to 5c lower. Bulk of sales
$7.607.95; heavy $7.908; packers
and butchers $7.757.95; light $7.50
7.75; pigs $5.756.75.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 14,000.
steady. Muttons $4.50 6.25; lambs
$6.508; fed wethers and yearlings
$57.10; fed ewes $3.506.
New York,
closed steady
dling uplands
Sales 800

Cotton.
April 8. Cotton spot,
Mid25 points higher.
11.25; middling gulf
bales.
11.-5-

FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand already bound, civil
and criminal dockets, especially aiade
up for the use of Justices of the
Peace. They have printed headlines
in either Spanish or English on good
paper, well bound with leather back
and cornersfi, with canvass sides.
Full index in front antf a list of the
fees of the Justice of the Peace and
Constables printed in full on the first
page. The pages are 1
These books ar- made ap in civil and
l--

6

criminal dockets separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, with 80
pages civil and 320 pages criminal.
Civil or criminal $2.7ft each. Combined civil and criminal $4.00. For
be
$.50 additional these books will
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash
must accompnay order State plainly
whether English or Spanish is wanted.
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SULEIMAN

Fraternal Societies

Fa-

famous sword of Suleiman,
disappeared from the Turkish
treasury in the reign of Sultan Abdul
Hamid, is believed to have been sold
to some dealer in antiques in London
or Paris. Tahir Pasha, to whom the
sword was given by Abdul just before
the latter was deposed, has told the
Constantinople
police that it was
buried in a subterranean passage in
the Yildiz Kiosk, but he has forgotten
the exact place.
Tahir was a favorite of Abdul, and
the story is that Tahir received the
sword from Abdul, although it belonged to the state, as a reward for
When the constitutional
espionage.
government supplanted Abdul Hamid
a fruitless search for the sword was
made. Recently the war minister received an anonymous letter saying
that the sword was in Tahir Pasha's
This led to a search of
possession.
Tahir's house. Following Tahir's statement that the sword is buried in tho
Yildiz Kiosk excavations
are being
made in that palace. The police doubt
Tahir's story.
The sword of Suleiman thn Mnirnifi.
cent was one of the most valuable
relics in the possession of the Turkish
government.
Following a little habit
he had, Abdul Hamid added it to the
collection of priceless works of art
and jewelry in the "golden cage" of
the Yildiz Kiosk.

MASONIC.

Montezuma

A

"It thirsts and burns for distinction; and, if possible, it will have It.
Is It unreasonable, then, to expect that some men, possessed of the loftiest genius, coupled with ambition sufficient to push to the utmost stretch,
will at some time spring up among us? And when such a one does, It will
require the people to be united with each other, attached to the government and laws, and generally Intelligent, to successfully frustrate his design.
"Distinction will be his paramount object, and although he would as
willingly acquire it by doing good as harm, yet nothing left in the way of
building up he would sit down boldly to the tasy of pulling down.
Here,
then, is a probable case, highly dangerous." From Mr. Lincoln's Speech Before the Young Men's Lyceum, Springfield, III.
(From The Omaha Daily Bee, March 19, 1912.
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Delegates Pledged to Taft.
On Saturday, March 30, 1912,
the delegates to the Republican

LABOR

national

convention

pledged

to

J.

2
22
8
2

President Taft were as follows:
Alaska
Alabama
Colorado
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Missouri
New Mexico
New York
Oklahoma
Philippines
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia

Administration's Record Squares
With Its Pledges.
MANY

NEW

LAWS

ENACTED

Postal Savings
Banks, Workmen's
Compensation and Employers' Liability Laws Passed Eight-Hou- r
Law Upheld Labor Recognized
on Commissions.
From the day three years ago, when
it placed its interests in the keeping
of William Howard Taft, to this hour,
labor has critically scanned his every
act and with discriminating mind It is
Judging him as one who, without
clamor or demonstration, has kept the

Total
Necessary for choice

12

24
1a
8
g

8
7
79
4
2
16
16

24
278
539

of this sort was passed on April 22.
1908, which, as yet, has not been tested in the courts. Through the efforts

faith.

On September 9, 1908, Theodore
Roosevelt, then president of the
United States, wrote a letter to Conrad Kohrs on the issues of the campaign, and addressing himself to the
laboring men, said:
"If there is one body of men more
than another whose support I feel I
have a right to challenge on behalf
of Secretary Taft it is the body of
A
of the country.
stauncher friend, a fairer and truer
representative, they cannot tind within tlie borders of the United States.
He will do everything in his power
for them except to do that which is
wrong; he will do wrong for no man,
and therefore can be trusted by all
men."
The workingmen of the country
Judged Mr. Taft in 1908 by a record of
twenty-seveyears as a statesman,
administrator of national affairs and
presidential adviser, and they helped
to give him the magnificent majority
which put blm in the White House.
During the three years he has been
president his excellent reoord has
been maintained so splendidly that
the laboring men have been continued
In the belief that they never had a
better friend in the White House.
The establishment of the postal savings banks, which was recommended
by President Taft, was one of the
things that organized labor favored.
The sixteen million dollars now on
deposit in these depositories represents the savings of the
Taft's Personal Interest.
President Taft approved a law on
March 30, 1908, to compensate workmen for injuries received while in the
After
employ of the United States.
the passage of this act a number of
workmen in the employ of the federal government were killed and their
families, not being familiar with the
provisions of the law, failed to file
affidavits within the specified time.
The secretary of commerce and labor
had no power to set aside the provision of the law, and was, therefore,
obliged to disapprove of the claims.
The matter was taken up by the
president, and he satisfied himself
that justice was not being done to the
families of the men who had been
killed. He sent a special message to
congress recommending that a general act be passed allowing all such
claimants
if their
compensation
claims were otherwise meritorious.
This was an Instance that proved the
and anxpresident to be
ious to aid the workingmen In any
way that he could.
An employers' liability act, approved
June 11, 1901, was on January 8, 1908,
held to be unconstitutional. Another

of the president a commission was appointed to make an investigation of
the subject of "employers' liability
and workmen's compensation."
Labor Men Appointed.
The report of the commission, the
evidence taken before it and the draft
of the bill prepared as a result of the
findings of said commission have been
transmitted to congress accompanied
by a special message by President
Taft, in which he recommends the
passage of the proposed measure., in
their deliberations the members of
the commission had the benefit of frequent consultations with the president. It is believed the act will stand
the test of constitutionality.
In order that the commission might
have the benefit of the experience of
a practical man. President Taft appointed as one of Its members Daniel
L. Cease, the editor of the Railroad
Trainmen's Journal, the official organ
of the railroad trainmen. Mr. Cease
has devoted the best years of his useful life to the cause of labor. The
president also appointed experienced
labor men as Inspectors under the locomotive boiler Inspection law. They
were John F. Ensign of Colorado and
Frank McManamy of Oregon, for chief
inspector and assistant chief inspector,
respectively.
Seeking to Remedy Defects.
The defects In the present eight-hou- r
law have not escaped the attention of President Taft. He has recommended to congress
amendments
which will make It really effective by
"providing that public works shall be
construed to Include not only buildings and works upon public grounds,
but also ships, armor and large guns
when manufactured In private yard
or factories."
With regard to the high cost of living, which increases the burden of
the wage earners, President Taft has
already taken the initiative that will
result in a world-widinquiry into
this problem. He has advocated the
assembling of a world's congress to
discuss Its varied phases and to suggest remedies.
This unparalleled record of thirty
years' service to the cause of all the
people Is deserving of consideration.
No charge of broken faith or of broken promises can be made, no hint
of departure from the plain path of
duty can be laid at the door of William Howard Taft, who without ostentatious display, has wisely and
fearlessly administered the trust imposed upon him in 1908 when he was
elected to his high office by the votes,
of laboring men.

wage-worke-

n

wage-earner-

e

broad-minde-

You cannot get up to date printing
unless you have
material
and facilities. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics.
Your orders are always assured personal attention.

j

blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
State form, for sale by the Noft
Mexican Printing Company.

Engraved calling cards 'In the latest forms and styles can be secured
promptly at the New Mexican Printing Company. Let us have your plate.
J You will always know where to find

All legal

Are You a Seller? An advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

In the first Inaugural address of
his administration President Taft
called attention to the deficit then existing in the revenues and the consequent necessity for rigid economy in
However, the president
expenditures.
singled out the department of agriculture as an exception. He said, to
"In the dequote his exact words:
partment of Agriculture the use of
scientific experiments on a large scale,
and the spread of information derived
from them for the improvement of
general agriculture must go on." This
view the president has steadily maintained, and In various messages to
congress he has urged appropriations
for the work of the department.
In his comprehensive message on
conservation
President Taft said:
"The feature that transcends all others, including woods, waters, minerals,
is the soil of the country," and that
all means at the government's disposal should be used to conserve the
soils, adding, "a work of the utmost
importance to inform and instruct the
public on this chief branch of the
conservation of our resources is being
carried on successfully in the department of agriculture."
Reports made recently to Secretary
Wilson of the department of agriculture by the heads of his bureaus Justify this solicitude on the part of the
In callpresident for the department.
ing for these reports the secretary
asked that they be brief, and that
they mention notable achievements of
the last five years only, inasmuch as
that period is really the period of
fruition in the department, the period
during which, owing to the broad
foundations
laid by the
previously
training and grouping of many corps
of scientific men, by securing
legislation, by gathering together masses of statistics and other
information, by providing scientific and
other equipment, it has been possible
to produce most marvelous results for
the common good of the people of the
United States.
Taft for Conservation.
In his conservation message. President Taft emphasized the importance
of the maintenance of the forests, and
urged their scientific treatment, "so
that they shall be made to yield a
large return in timber without really
reducing the supply," and in other
messages he pointed out the necessity
of reforestation.
In accordance with
these views, much available work has
been done in protecting the national
forests and by researches in the laboratory of the department at Madison,
Wis.; and In the past five years the
work of reforesting burned-ove-r
areas
has proceeded at the rate of 15,000 to
30.000 acres a year. The department
takes Justifiable pride in its forest
work, considering the administration
of 100,000,000 acres of land protected
and managed for the public benefit a
great achievement.
Since January 1, 1907, when the food
and drugs act went Into effect, more
has been done to provide a good, clean
food supply than in all the preceding
life of the nation. A wonderful change
has also been effected in the character of the drugs on sale. The department has a trained force of inspectors
and chemists doing excellent work in
all parts of the country in behalf of
pure foods and pure drugs. This
salutary law, however, needs amendment, as the Supreme court held In
May, 1911, that its
provisions, to
quote President Taft's words in his
vigorous message to congress a month
later: "Do not cover the knowingly
false labelling of nostrums as to curative effect." The president added:
"An evil which menaces the general
health of the people strikes at the life
of the nation. In my opinion the sale
of dangerously adulterated drugs .
constitutes such an evil and warrants me in calling the matter to the
attention of the congress."
Work of Soil Mapping.
Of Importance to the farmer has
been the work carried on in the past
five years of soil mapping and classification, so that now the area included is 407,009 square miles, or nearly
The value of this
41,000,000 acres.
work is incalculable, as it aids settlers
in the west as well as the farmers.
Disseminating the valuable Information acquired by the department
has proven a wonderful work. Pracpublications have
tically 200,000,000
been distributed since Secretary Wilson assumed control of the department, and more than half (103,598,-100- )
of that number have been distributed within the past five years.
Other work accomplished by the department includes a comprehensive
system of weather warnings and forecasts, the meat inspection service in
which 2,500 experts are employed,
protection of live stock, the checking
of rodent pests, the destruction of noxious insects, the conservation of water
supplies so that every dollar ex
pended in the prosecution of this work
'In its numerous phases bos brought
back a hundred fold to the people.
n
Seed corn Best.
Corn, more th.n almost any other
plant, becomes adapted to particular
local conditions, and experiments have
proven quite conclusively that homegrown seed corn will ttlmost always
outyield that brought from a distance.
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It Is Generally Believed That the
mous Weapon Is Now in a London Antique Shop.

AID TO FARMERS

Py Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., April S. The
stock market today was stimulated by
the settlement of the English coal
strike. Reading and Lehigh Valley
featured the second hour by adding
to early gains. Pennsylvania, long inactive, advanced to its best price in
almost a year and New York Central
also rose substanially, but other stand,
ard railway shares were barely steady.
Coppers also held back and the movement in specialties slackened except
in American Car and Foundry, which
touched 61, a gain of 2
Liggett
and Meyers jumped 6
and Lorillard

SWORD

7.30.
ALAN R. McCORD,

CHAS. E. LI.VNEi.

Seereui.-y- .

W. M

Santa Fe Chapter N
L R. A. M. Regulai
convocation iecon
Monday of each mont!
at Masonic Hall a
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P
ARTHUR SETJGMAN. Secretary.

FOR RENT

Three

Furniture or not.

room

house.

D. S. Lowitzki.

WANTED .Man to take rare of dinNew .Mexican
ing room. Apply H.
office.

Fl'RXISHED ROOMS and rooms
for light housekeeping.
Inquire 114
Read St., near Union depot.
WANTED SALESMAN, experienced
paints and oils for Santa Fe and
Address C. L. Cox,
vicinity.
St., San Francisco, Cat.
in

C0'J-7t-

r

FOR SALE One Ford automobile
20 H
P. first class condition.
One
two seated carriage.
One set of sia-gi- e
harness. Apply R. C. Garrett.
.

Santa Fe Commander.
UjiOJ
f

No. 1, K. T. Regula
conclave fourth Mor
day In each month a
Masonic Hail at 7:$'

p. ra.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

WANTED Position as cook. Camp
or government service preferred. 33
to In, Cood references.
Address Paul
('. Wyeth, care- Palace hotel, Santa
Fe, N. M.

AUTOISTS Save agent's commisSanta
Fe ixidge
e
-Cinch" Tire Repair Kit, $4.(10.
Perfection
No. 1. 14U sions
degree. Ancient and Ac
repair absolutely permacepted Scottish Rite o nent. No cements. Cheapest known.
Free Masonry mee's 01 The Western Sales Co., Odessa, Texas.
the third Monday of each montf
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening U
Elegantly Furnlsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-n-g
Masonic Hall, south sido of Plan
all modern conveniences, including
Visiting Pettish Rite Masons are cor
electric light, steam heat and baths,
dially invited to attend.
in the First. National Bank building.
S. G. CAHTWRIGHT, 32.
CHILDHOOD'S OATH IN COURT
Venerable Master Apply to F. M. Jones.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 3!
"Cross My Heart and Hope to Die,"
Secretary.
Causes Merriment in Atlanta
Oliver Visible Typewriter
Hall of Justice.
t
p. o. e.
For sale cheap. Perfect condi.
Santa Fe Lodge Ne tion and does splendid
writing-That childhood oaths are dearer to
60, B. P. O. E. holdi Could
on approval and trial.
her than that prescribed bv the code
ship
its regular session 01 Write to CHAS. W.
of Georgia, and carry more meaning
RICKART
the
second and fourtl
than any set form used in criminal
Rosedale, Kansas.
of
eacl
Wednesday
courts, was shown by Miss McCall, a.
month. Visiting brotl
TYPEWRf TERS.
pretty and attractive young woman
ers are invited
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New,
who was called to the witness stand
in the Fulton superior court.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supCARL A. BISHOP.
plies.
Typewriters
sold, exchanged
The prosecuting attorney was en- J. D.
SENA,
Exalted Rulei and rented. Standard makes handled.
deavoring to confuse her on
Secretary
All
repair work and typewrites guar
and was endeavoring to imanteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter E
press upon her the fact that she
F.
W. FARMER
change. Phone 231.
could not possibly remember a seemHomestead No,
ingly unimportant incident which hap2879.
WANTED General Agent for our
pened on December 22, 1911.
Brotherhood
of
To qualify for
Casualty
Department.
"Are you sure about
that?" he
American Yeomc
this position a man must be capable
queried, gazing at her sternly.
of managing agents as well as writing
Secoa-anMeets
"Yes, sir," she answered positively,
Fourth Thurp business personally.
To such a man
smiling and showing an attractive line
offer a highly remunerative conof white teeth.
days, Firemam'f we
Policies
issued combining
"But will you swear to it?" he
Hall. H. Foreman tract.
asked. "Remember an oath is a solA. E. P. Robinson Life, Health and Accident Insurance.
emn thing."
Cor. bee. Fred F Dept. A. National Life Insurance Co.
of U. S. of A., 29 So. LaSalle Street,
Alarid.
"Hold up my right hand and cross
Chicago."
my heart," she earnestly answered,
and then gazed around in mild aston-nien- t
Santa Fe Camt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
at the outburst of merriment
13514, M. W. A.
which rippled across the court room
meets second Tuei Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
day each month, sc
carrying many back to their younger
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8, 1912.
cial meeting tLln
days, when "Cross my heart and hope
to die" was the most solemn of all
Republication
12, 1911.
Fireat
Tuesday
oathB. Atlanta Constitution.
(013791.)
man's Hall. Visit
Notice is hereby given that the foling neighbors welcome.
lowing named claimant has filed noA. G. WHITTIEB, (VnsuL
Indian Turned the Joke.
tice of his intention to make final
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
The death of Chief Saucy Calf of
proof under the Act of March 3, 1891,
the Osages at Pawhuska, Okla., and
Santa Fe Camp Nc sees. 16 and 17, (26 Stats., 854), as
the suspicious circumstances
surA
J(PLWsg5l
fiK7S R M
mode amended by the Act of February 21,
rounding his sudden departure for the
first Tuesday of each 1893, (27 Stats., 470). in support of
happy hunting ground recalls a story
his claim
1303, serial 013791,
for
month; social meeting
they tell at Pawhuska on the chief.
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 23,
Fireat
third Tuesday
The greatest honor an Osage can conT. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M., viz.:
man's Hall. Visiting of
fer on a friend is to trade names with
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
welcome.
him. ''Sassy" Calf being of genial
neighbors
M.
NETTIE VICKROY,
nature, traded names with half the
Said
will be made before RegOracle ister orproof
male residents of Pawhuska. He did
Receiver at U. S. land office,
most of his trading at the McLaugh-lln-Farra- r MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
store, where he always
Claimant names as witnesses, th
UNION
senior
AMERICA.
FRATERNAL
OF
with
the
"How
greeted
partner
following, to prove his actual, continureCalf?"
Sassy
McLaughlin always
Lodge No. 529. Holds its ous adverse possession of said tract
XSTT
plied, "Hello, Mac." One day Sassy
regular meeting on the first for twenty yars, next
preceding the
Calf appropriated McLaughlin's office
Thursday of each month at
of the township, viz.:
chair and cocked his feet on the mer- v$ty"j Fireman's hall at 7:30 a.m. survey
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both of
chant's desk. McLaughlin entered and Xgty brothers are invited and welCuba, N. M.
said jocularly: "Hello, Mac, I want to Visiting
come.
Any person desiring to protest the
get ?5 worth of bacon and charge it
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
allowance of said proof, or who knows
to me." "Nuthin' doin, Sassy Calf,"
DAVID GONZALES,
of any substantial reason under the
rejoined the chief without a smile.
laws and regulations of the Interior
Secretary.
Department why auch proof should not
ODD FELLOWS, be allowed, will be given an opportunHonor of College Students.
Santa Fe Lodge ity at the
time and
Abuses of liberty, as well as nearly
No. 2, I. O. O. F. place to
all other college delinquencies, can
the witnesses
meets regularly of said claimant, and to offer evidence
be largely prevented by a consistent
appeal to the undergraduate's sense every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock in rebuttal of that submitted by claimof honor, according to Clayton Sedg- in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- ant:
And especial notice is hereby given
wick Cooper, writing in The Century ers always welcome.
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small
op. "The American
Undergraduate."
holding claim conflicts with the land
NOTICE FCB PUBLICATION.
"Recently," adds Mr. Cooper, T asked
herein described as to lot 2 of his
the president of a North Carolina colclaim 3253, 013791, containing
.47
lege what he regarded as the chief
of
the
Interior
characteristic of American students. Department
that he will be given an opportacres,
United Stater Land Office.
He replied promptly, 'College honor.'
d
unity at the
time
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912 and
At Princeton, at the University of
place to protest or offer evidence
that
the
Notice
is
hereby given
in rebuttal of
submitted
Virginia, at Amherst and at many othby
claimant has filed no- claimant in final that
er institutions the honor system in
proof.
of his intention to make fiual
tice
examinations, arranged and managed
MANUEL R. OTERO,
by students, represents the deliberate proof in support of his claim under
Register.
act.
of
of
17
and
16
the
sections
intention of the undergraduates to do
the square thing. These laws, which March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the students voluntarily impose upon amended by tho act of February 21,
C. J. N.
Pecos Forest 03974.
themselves, are enforced more vigor- 1893 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said Department of the Interior,
The
ade
before
of
be
r
will
Registhe faculty." proof
ously than the rules
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ter and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
March 13, 191,4.
Mexico, on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
in
section
tract
for
the
Pig or Coon Terrier.
lying
Montoya,
Garcia, of Rowe, New Mexico, who,
William Haynes tells an amusing 3, T. 17 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
on March 4, 1907, made homestead en
He names the following witnesses
story of the Scottish terrier's appeartry No. 107S5 (03974), for Lots 1, 2,
ance In Outing. He says:
to prove his actual continuous
Sec. 34, S
SE
Section 27,
"I always smile when I think of an
tract
for
said
of
possession
township 16N., range 13E.. N. M. P.
I
a
and
had
when
Scottie
experience
twenty years next preceding the
meridian, has filed notice of intenI was at the university. The dramatic
of the township, viz: Rafael Mon. tion to make final
r
was
club
proof, to
presenting one of Pinero's toya, Bernardo Romero. Francisco
farces, and I was lucky enough to be Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa establish claim to the land above described, before the register and replaying the part of a young scape- Fe N. M.
ceiver, United States land office, at
grace. In one of the acts, I used to
to
protest Santa Fe, Now Mexico, on the 20tn
Any person who desires
take a Scottie on the stage, and when
not before the footlights she mounted against the allowance of said proof, da- - of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
guard In my dressing room inciden- or who knows of aiiy substantial reatally, she made things very uncom son under the laws and regulations of
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia. An
fortable for one of the ladies of the the Interior Department why such dres Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
company who came, in my absence, proof should not be allowed will be New Mexico.
to borrow a filling of tobacco for his given an opportunity at the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
pipe.
time and place to
Register.
"One time I came back to my room
the witnesses of said claimant,
to find it in an uproar. Two stage and to offer evidence in rebuttal Ji
Let Him Know It If you are out of
hands were plunged deep in discus- that submitted by claimant.
a position, you must let the emnlover
sion as to whether Betty was a dog,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
know it. A want advertisement in the
or a tame bear cub, a debate that was
Register. ness and professional man In the city
quite seriously complicated by a third
and county and a great many in the
stoutly maintaining that she was a
Nothing tike having your office up state. If you have any special talcoon. They had long since passed
the retort courteous stage and were to date. The Glooe Wiornicke Filing ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
at blows, and I doubt that I and Sectional Unit book cases, not
almost
Hens Tire of Corn.
It will not pay you to wast vour
could
convinced them, had she only improve the looks f your office
have
.
WhllA hens are ereedv for rrn-nnot spoken for herself her bark but will pay for themselves in the tiem writing out your legal form
is
fed
when
it
to
them
only
especially
being- conclusive proof of her dog-- time they sve you. Wh" not be up when you can get them already printoccasionally, It is a grain that they hood.". ...
to date? New Mexican Printing
ed at the New Mexican Printing
of
when
quickly tire
regularly placed
Company.
baton them.
home-Grow-
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Electric

Co.

Neat

charge of being willing to profit know,
ingly by such theft. In other words,
"you will become the deliberate
of stolen goods."
Senator Dixon declares that the
postmasters have ignored President
Taft's message to Congress, recommending the transfer of postmasters
to the civil service, or that "they refuse to credit you with sincerity m
your public declarations.
"Failure on your part now to act in
of
prompt rebuke and punishment
these crimes can only convince the
whole country that the assault on
jour honor by your subordinates in
you
Kentucky is justified.
hard work and inconvenience Teare.
Call to Enforce the Law.
Corn meal, of course!
Five Reels of film cost $100,000. Postmasters
"Fixed",Certificates "I call on you, not as a candidate
of washing your fine woolen j "Dante's Inferno" at the Elks' toFor President Taft, Says
for
but as President of
blankets, Navajo and Indian night.
Be
the United States, to issue an order
Rent
Rooms
for
Furnished
Epistle.
Elegantly
to the office holders of Kentucky to
rugs, also the cleaning and! Rooms elegantly furnished and havstretching of your lace and; ing all modern conveniences, includ- (By special Leased Wire to New Mexican) cancel their illegal action. I call on
as President of the United States
other curtains, which are! ing electric light, steam heat and Washington, D. C, April 8. In an you
Than To Be Obliged To Go Without
National Bank open letter to President Taft, given to punish these men guilty of violating
handled by a special process baths, in the First
the civil service rules and the orders
Apply to F. M. Jones.
"out at the
Roosevelt
headquarters of your predecessor. I call on you as
enables us to return building.
will
be here today, Senator Joseph Dixon,
The Past Master's degree
President to enforce the law.''
them to you in a perfectly conferred
upon three Mark Master campaign manager for Colonel RooseDixon stated that he had
For Even One Meal
clean, sterile condition. Our Masons at this evening's meeting of velt, declared that the President "will sentSenator
the reports of the civil service
stolA.
No.
become
at
the
of
R.
deliberate receiver
M.,
1,
work on everything is fully Santa Fe Chapter,
commission. In giving out the letter,
But We Can't Think of Any
Hall. All Chapter Masons len goods" if he does not repudiate the he
said, the matter would be "before
F E Mason's
guaranteed.
'action of certain federal office hold-- !
are cordially invited.
Congress within 24 hours."
Off Hand.
CO.
ers in the Kentucky elections Satur- Big Fight in Kentucky.
H
'
Call No. 9 for auto livery,
dav and institute proceedings against t
Louisville, Ky., April 8. With both
try
muddy or sallow
complexion,
Extra
them'
cleaned
Blue Zook's liver
Kentucky
leaders claiming
pills.
t Taft and Roosevelt
Grass Seed at Goebela.
j
Senator Dixon's letter was sent as a majority of the delegates instructed
It Isn't Necessary !
The Greatest production the world'
Be With the Crowd at the Ten Cent!
has ever known. It's at the Elks' to- - the result of a telegram received from at the Republican county mass conWe Sell the Best
Meat ! Store, 249 West San Francisco St.
rural, 1UI iiim uiinri juoutc ui ventions Saturday, a lively fight for
Pigllt
court of Kentucky and
Show at the Elks' tonight starts at
There Will Be a Meeting of the the supreme
seating their respective delegates is
for governor at
7:45. Don't miss any of it.
communicants of the Churcu of the Republican candidate
expected at the state convention here
sent
This telegram,
For a Strengthening,
Wednesday. Of the 2,356 seats in the
nutritious; Holy Faith at the Parish Church, Mon- - the last elation.
spring tonic, take Beef Iron and Wine day, April 8, 1912, for the election of Sunday, was as follows:
state convention 842 are contested.
Zook's.
wardens and vestrymen for the ensu- High Handed Politics,
Phone your electrical wants to Redi ing year. All communicants and mem-- '
"Later returns give Roosevelt first
Phone 92.
bers of the church are earnestly re- - district, but the chairman of McCrack-questeVICTIM OF DRUNKto be present.
John W. en county, who is the deputy
EN BRUTE.
Rector.
master at Paducah, signs Taft eertif- Do Not Have your house wired un- icate, although Roosevelt carried the
While a strange man was
til you see Sparks the electrician.' cSimty by 1,006 to 517. In Carlisle
helping Mrs. Charles B. AnPrices right.
derson hunt her husband in
oounty, Roosevelt had all but three,
Ride in E. M. F. car and be sure to one of whom was the chairman, but
various saloons of Silver City,
the man became drunk and atpostmaster signs Taft certificate. The
get hack.
Dante's Inferno The possibilities district chairman is postmaster at''
tacked Mrs. Anderson, chokof the moving picture and its wider Mayfleld. Nothing so high handed has
ing her almost into insensibilfield of usefulness have never been il- - ever developed in Kentucky politics."
ity and then accomplishing
lustrated more forcibly than in the re-- .
his fiendish purpose4? The fiend
Ignored President's Orders.
was met by Ben Lasswell but
production of Dante's "Inferno." This
Senator Dixon in his letter, declared
wonderful creation will be presented, that federal office holders supporting
explained to the latter he was
with lecture, music, and effects, at the President Taft are especially charged
taking a drunken woman to
Elks' theater on the 8th and 9th day by Judge O'Rear with violating the
jail. Enrique Mendoza has
FAM0US
We Are
of April. The picture has features law. the civil service regulations and
been arrested charged
with
the crime. Mrs. Anderson is
possessed by no other similar attrao- - executive orders.
in precarious condition.
tion, and doe indeed mark a new era
"These acts operate to subvert the
Sole
'YICT0R
in the history of cinematography.
55
directly expressed will of the majori- How About Purifying your
blood ty of the voters in the districts where
j
and cleaning your system with Zook's committed," said the letter.
FOR SALE Cheap if sold at once, 4
of
"in plain language, these acts con- - room house and large orchard close
sarsaparilla, a tonic medicine
t great value.
stitute them. Unless they are prompt- in. Address T. New Mexican.
ly
repudiated by you, and those w ho
"
CONCERT CROWD TRAMPLES
New Mexican want aas always
committed them are immediately citfor
WOMEN TO DEATH. ed to trial, you cannot
escape the brings results

ears of sweet corn make?

The Home of Quality Groceries

JTOW MEXICAN.

pie

work and prompt service.
The New State never disappoints its
patrons on its Sunday dinner.
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric)
KENTUCKY
Laundry brought Into the office will
WEATHER FORECAST.
be redeemed at 10c doz.
Denver,
Colo., April S.
FOB SALE Pool and billiard hall
New Mexico, rain tonight or
bies-p- ays
well. Must
N with six
.Senator Dixon Charges the
Tuesday; rising temperature.
at- sold at once Price $1"U0. O. C.
son Co.
employes With
The Regular Social and devotional
SPRING HOUSE CLEANING TIME
Violating Law
of the Missionary Society of
is here and we wish the pub- meeting
S' John's Methodist church will be
lic to know
we are pre- held tomorrow afternoon at two thir- OPEN
LE1TERJ0 PRESIDENT
of the ty o'clock at the home of Mrs. A. J.
pared to relieve
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On Disagreeable Days and

Simply Call Phone 4, And Lo!
Your
Order of Quality Groceries
Arrives At
Your Door On Schedule Time',!
And Behold!

MEATS, FISH, POLLTRY.
Eve ything in Vegetables.
Phone 4

SPITZ.
7

THE JEWFLER.
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without

A
ery
ally.

t

If you

will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.

ucavc your watcn wun us
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Santa Fe Hardware

Clocks.
44

SANTA

DON'T DO IT!

Watches
and

oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinbui it needs both occasion-

LAUNDRY

Just

Victor Base Ball

Our New Baker Makes tlieBes Bread Yet

F. ANDREWS

j

Good Wholesome Meat that

Wash Days,

Phone 4.

There May
GREATER HARDSHIPS

and Supply

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

Co.

;

(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican)
Avesnes, France, April 8. Seven
women and children were killed here
today in a rush to the doors in a concert hall, following an outbreak of
fire. Fifteen other women and children were injured.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding
or
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c--

Easter Plants
NOW AT THE

Clarendon 6arden
Down Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

COMES COME! COME! COME! COME!
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we Are Ready
That
woman must appear in a NEW SUIT or DRESS on
every
THE RULE Easter
Sunday is becoming more firmly established each year.
By that allow us to call your attention to our

Line of Suits and Dresses

Up-to-da- te

We have purchased the very best that is in the market, and we are
showing a large assortment, the like of which has never been shown in any other
store in the history of Santa Fe.
f
It

WE DON'T STATE PRICE
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

WE WANT YOUR PERSONAL APPEARANCE IN OUR STORE
so we may meet you face to face and so you may EXAMINE THE
GARMENT and judge for yourself as to quality, style and price.
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